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UNLOADING-Jimmy Stahler, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Stahler, is wn
unloading his calf in preparation of 4-H fair calf judging this week at the.
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair. Dan Shipley helps the youngster
unload the animal The calf is part of the JU-MA-Double S Farms on New
Concord Highway near-Murray. livestock judging will be just one of the
many attractions, shows and exhibits during the 1978 fair which runs this
week The fair will be located at the Jaycee Fairgrounds on U.S. 121
(Mayfield Highway) west of Murray.
GETTING READY-Gerald Waldrop, left and Jerry McCoy, president of
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Board are shown ,vt.ting up one
of the many business sponsored displays at the fair, which begins officially
tonight The fair will run the entire week with a number of shows, exhibits
and midway attractions set each night. . Photos by Jennie B. Gordon
Developments on three separate but
inter-connected highway projects are
falling into place according to in-
dications from state and -federal
department of transportation ' per-
sonnel.
Bid-letting an final surfacing of the
now-under-constriicttion four-lane
stretch of U. S. 641 between Murray and
Benton has been tentatively scheduled
for Nov. 19, 1978 according to district
----inglivengineer --Rebore-4).6u-
Hodges.
The Murray Ledger & Times has also
learned that Kentucky Gov. Julian
Carroll is expected to commit some $4.2
million 'to build a four-lane bypass
around Benton in Marshall County. •
Benton and Marshall County public
officials are expected to make that
announcement today during a 2 p.m.
news conference in Benton.
rt Victor, an official with the
Depa nt of Transportation in
Frankfort, 'cl this morning that the
12th Street fou - ing project is being
developed as two p 'ects. One of the
_prAects extends from Sycamore north
to the 121_bypass and the other extends




MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union
. put two of its most prominent dissidents
- on trial today despite vigorous protests
from the United States. Both pleaded
innocent to the charges against them.
Anatoly. Shcharansky, .30,` a key
member of the Jewish emigration
movement here, denied allegations that
he had spied for the CIA,
systematically feeding "state secrets"
Scholarship Honoring
Miss Jones Established
Friends, relatives and former pupils
of Mrs. Koska Jones, who died July 5,
have started a Kaska Jones Memorial
Fund in the Hazel United Methodist
Church.
Those desiring to contribute to this .
memorial may send checks or money to
the Hazel United` Methodist Church,
Hazel, Ky. 42049, in care of Mrs. Hubert
Coles or Mrs. Olga Freemah.
Persons should give their names as
they would like Co appear On the list of
donors, Mrs. Freeman said.
Congress Returns From Holiday
To FacePentagon Shop-ping list
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - A shopping
list of $36 billion worth of weapons and
research programs for the Pentagon is
awaiting Senate action as Congress
returns today from a 10-day holiday.
The Senate's agenda calls for action
this week on the weapons authorization
bill, a 14 billion military construction
measure and a proposal to extend a law
protecting endangered species of
animals and plants.
The House on Tuesday takes up
legislation authorizing $10.3 billion for
educational programs, primarily those
for disadvantaged children. Then it
begins debate on a bill authorizing
some $13 billion in energy programs,
including the Clinch River, Tenn.,
breeder reactor program. President
Carter wants the project killed, but
Congress is trying to keep it alive.
Later in the week, a Senate debate is
scheduled on extending the five-year-
old Endangered Species Act. Last
month's Supreme Court ruling halting
work on the Tellico Dam in Tennessee
to protect the tiny Snail Darter has
prompted calls for more flexibility in
the law.
Congressional aides say the. Senate is
likely to vote for a federal commission
that could grant exemptions under the
set if the benefits of a project clearly
outweigh those of preserving a species.
The Carter administration opposes
altering the legislation.
The weapons authorization bill before
the Senate calls for spending,. $613
million above the administration's
request but $1.8 billion less than the
One Section- 12 Pages
Results of the first annual. Murray-Calloway County
swim meet as well as coverage of the Murray Tennis
Association mixed doubles tennis tournament are among
the many items in today's Sports Section, pages 5-7.
'Partly- cloudy with a good
chance of showers and possibly
thundershowers this morning
diminishing and becoming part-
ly sunny this afternoon. Highs
-111 the mid ens Fair and evoleom
tonight lows in the mid 604
Mostly sunny and a little cooler






















Changes endorsed by the Senate
Armed Services_ Committee in the
Navy's shipbuilding program ac-
counted for a net boost-of $890 million in
proposed spending on ships. -
The committee also .proposed major
increase's in construction programs for
the Navy's F44 and F-18 fighters. Sen.
Gary Hart, D-Colo., plans to lead a
Senate fight to end the $982 million
program' for the F-18, a plane not held
in high esteem by the Navy but popular
with some members of Congress.
The committee recommended
spending $1.9 billion for a 1,000-foot-
long nuclear-powered aincraft carrier
Carter opposes. The Senate is expected
to follow House action and vote to build
the ship anyway.
The administration, which did not
prpose building any carriers this year,
wants future models to be smaller and
less expensive than the nuclearpoWered
craft. •
Committee sources reported no signs
of a serious floor challenge to the
nuclear carrier, although they don't
flatly ride out the possibility of a fight.
Hart says the F-18 makes the Navy
too dependent on big carriers and that it
is losing what was supposed to have
been a cost advantage over the F-14.
The Armed services Committee also
added $45 million to convert a Marine
landing ship to a small carrier for
helieopters and vertical-or shorttakeoft
aircraft...1 VSTOL). The committee
billed the conversion as a start toward.
the smaller carriers the administration
wants.
The Senate may vote this week on
Carter's proposal to prohibit moat
future power plants tang oil or
natural gas while tree ter
use of coal. Democratic bet** would
like to see some part of the prOsidant's
energy package approved before he
leaves Thursday for an ecaltanic
summit nieeting in Bonn,' Want Ger-
many.
two projects will cOnnect existing four
lane sections of the highway. .
"Both projects are Moving at the
saco.e.pace and are being treated in the
same way," Victor said. "We expect to
be in the right-of-way phase by August
at which time appraisers will begin
looking at the property for appraisal
purposes."
It could be several months after
appraisals begin before actual right-of-
-wayneirdsitiongetrffderway,-  VIctOr
said.
According to Benton Mayor Coy
Creason, the by-pass will connect the
end of the four laned highway just south
of Benton to Purchase Parkway about
three miles the west of U. S..641. '
Creason said the by-pass will hate an
impacfon- Murray, connecting this city
with four lane highways to Interstate 24
which bisects Marshall County and to
West Kentucky Parkway.
Creason said he and Marshall County
Judge-Executive Mike Miller met with
Carroll last Thursday. Carroll at that
time verbally committed the money to
build the road, Cresson said.
Creason predicted industrial beth,
around the loop once it is finished. He
did not have a timetable for con-
struction to start on the road. The
general location will be determined in
the future, the Benton mayor said.
Construction on the four laned 641 is
progressing "normally with no serious
setbacks," Hodges said Friday.
"For the -Calloway County section,
about 5.174 miles, we're calling it 62
percent complete," Hodges. said of
grade and drain work on the roadway.
eickfiletei igtriffurTharwnritit
complete Nov. 1," he added.
" Hodges said the grade and drain work
on the Marshall County section of 641 is
about 45 percent complete with
estimated completion on that portion
Dec. 1.
DOT officials let the Calloway and
Marshall County sections of grade and
drain work , in separate contracts.
Construction companies R. R. Dawson
.company of Lexington-and Jim Smith
Contracting company of Grand Rivers
are competing the grade and drain
sections. The combined grade and
drain projects for both counties is
 costing over 18-million.
Hodges said that on actual contract
work lays, /07 of 185 have been corn-
Volume 9/No. Ill
pleted in Calloway County while 95 of
220 are complete on the Marshall
County se,ction. Adverse weather
conditiong, holidays, even a strike, can
effect working days, Hodges said,
Usually, he added, a construction
company will average 15 working days
a month.
He said consturction crews have
logged more than average this sum-
mer. "Although this dry weather is not
g-tiatrib-rthe-rittif ers7"-TrT-
construction," Hodges quipped.
Hodges declined to estimate a final
'completion date on the highway. "The
contracfors will have to get their
materials together. I would venture to
say the contractor for paving) will
spend the winter stockpiling. And
generally you can't pave until April 1,"
Hodges said.
Hodges said there will probably be a
"signing" contract (contract for
placing final signs on the' highway4_
either separate for possibly connected
with the paving contract.
The district engineer also declined to
estimate the cost of final paving, saying- .
his estimate could jeopardize com-
petitive bidding on the roadway.
sidents On Trial Despite Protests
. to -1. knovm.bitelligerice agents, a
representative Oe. Soviet Supreme
Court reported.
Shcharansky is charged_ with high
treason. The maximum sentence is
death, but he is expected to get a
term in a labor camp if eonvicted„
A court official said Shcharansky was
accused-of supplying agents withstate,
secrets ".including information about
the locations of a number of defense
enterprises which are secret."
Alexander Ginzburg. II, an asansiale
or exiled author Alexander
$olzhenitsyn, went before a court in
Kaluga, 100 miles south of Moscow, on
the lesser charge of "anti-Soviet
agitation and propaganda," and
pleaded innocent at the opening of his
trial.
Western reporters were barred from
both courtrooms.
Ginzburg's wife, Ifina, who saw her
husband for the first time since his
arrest 17 months ago; told. Western
reporters, "He refused to testify but
made this refusal conditional on what
witne'Sses said."
Officials of the three-judge court, in a
pink and yellow former mansion, said.
Ginzburg told the court he might revise
his plea if his guilt iiproved.
They said , he was accused of
distributing and preparing anti-Soviet
literature containing "slanderous
fabrications defaming the, Soviet
"Twilight Cabaret," a musical
variety show, produced and performed
by the Murray State University Players
will be staged this Tuesday afternoon,
July 11, at .2:00 p.m. in the Calloway
County Public Library, according to
Margaret Trevathan, librarian.
Theatre director Robert E. Johnson
stated. "This will be the only public
performance of "Twilight Cabaret' in
Murray this sumrrer, as we have other
corrunittrnents to keep elsewhere in the
area. Therefore, I would like to
encourage everyone who might not
have an opportunity to go to Kentucky
Dam Village and see our show to attend
our perfromance at the Public
Library."
James I. Schema, technical director,
Union," including works, by
Solzhenitsyn: Mrs. Ginzburg said the
indictment mentioned Solzhenitsyn's
"Gulag Archipelago," among ethers.
Ginzburg, like Shcharansky a Jew,
managed a fund Solzhenitsyn finances
o aid the families of Soviet political
iirikoneft.
Two other..triaLs also got and way
today, one involving Lithuanian human
rights activist Viktoras Pyatkus and
the other a mystery figure accused of
spying and indentified by the Soviet
press only as "A. Filatov." Members of
the dissident movement said they had
never heard of him.
Shcharansky, a computer expert,
also was charged with giving a foreign
state assistance by conducting hostile'
activities against the Soviet Union and
with antioviet agitation and
propaganda. _
The US. Embassy sent second
secretaries to the Shcharansky and
Ginzburg trials "to show our concern
and the concern of the people of the
United States in these trials." Both
were barrM-Tr-dm the courtrt 'ms and
stood outside with foreign re ers and
members of the dissident movement.
Louisville Firemen
Reject Pact Offer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Despite
two breakdowns in contract
negotiations, city negotiators, and
spokesmen -for 580 firemen have ex-
pressed hope that a strike can ix
averted.
The talks brpke down Sunday when
union negotiators riejected the city's
latest pay increase offer. City
negotiator Tom Forshee said the union
wants a 15 percent pay increase, while
the city has offered a 9 percent pay
boost.
The citys firefighters voted over-
commented, ''Twilight Cabaret' began
four years ago on a whim and has been
going strong ever since. Our primary
audience is, of course, tourists who
want to be entertained. We do a variety
show and we tell old jokes and stories in
a new way."
Musical director Henry Bannon said,
"The 1978 version of 'Twilight Cabaret'
centers around an old vaudeville show.
We perform music, dances and skits
from the period when vaudeville was in
its Prime, 1910 to 1930."
The Murray State University Players
consist of ten students and is sponsored
by a grant from the Kentucky
Department of Parks. The group
performs nightly except Monday at the
old bath house at Kentucky Dam
whelmingly last week to go out on
strike, but so far rib job action has
. occurred. Union sources. sai.t that ate._
firemen would probably rgrnain on the --
job Monday while leaderiuse. the an- _
nual fireman's picnic to plea -their next ,
move.
Union officials have said thaf iistrike
deadline had been set,-hut they would -
not disclose it.
Earlier Sunday, Forshee emerged
from the session to report that some
progress bad been made, but declined
to elaborate.
Village State Park. The show begins at
8:30 p.m. and runs for approximately
one hour.
There are eight singers and dancers
in the show-all either speech and
theatre or music majors and have
performed in many productions and
concerts. The cast includes several
students that will be familiar to the
community: Francie and Nancy Beard,
Fthoncia Hertz, Tim Hawkins, David
Pace, Robyn Crutcher, Rusty Jones,
and Johnny Cannon. Julie Heil is the
pianist for the show and Larry Riter is
the group stage manager.
"All senoir citizens groups are
especially invited to attend this per-
formance and to be honored guests of
the Public Library," concluded Mrs
Trevathan.
Twilight Cabaret," a musical comedy revue, will perform one time only in Murray at the Calloway County Public
Library on Tuesday, July 11, at 2:00 p.m. Pictured here (left to right) Ire: Francie Beard, David Price, RoByn Crutcher,
Rusty one Rhonda Hertz, Tim Hawkins, Nancy Beard, and Johnny Cannon. The- vaudeville show will include a
famous Abott Costello skit, "The; Charieston," & songs from the roaring 20's.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets,
Murray, at 7 : 30 p.m.
Activities- at K-enlake State
Park will -include arts and
crafts at recreation room at
ten a.m.; frisbee fling at hotel
front lawn at one p.m.; path
finder program at cam-
pground at two p.m.'; trash
auction at 3-.30 p.m. and
longest pop top chain contest
at 4:30 -p.m., both at hotel
front; bunco at hotel patio




- Tuesday, July 11 .•
First United 'Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a.m. at the Hale Chapel
,with executive board to ?fleet
at nine a.m. and coffee to be
served at 9430 a.m.
Elm Grove .Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at the home of Lavine Carter..
Dexter Senior Citizens
meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Dexter Center.








Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church will meet at seven
p.m. at the senior youth room
of the church.
Reservations for triP by.
Rangers and Rangerettis to
St. Louis. Mo.,. on July 12
should bemade by today.
Tuesday, July 11
Special Bazaar projects
workshop for the thirst
Presbyterian Church Will bf
held at the church._ at 'seven
p.m.
Murray Star No.
433 Order of the Easteirn ,Star
will meet at the lodge hell at
7:30 p.ITI.
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include arts and
crafts at ten a.m.; air hockey
tournament in game room at
one p.m. ;pool extravanga at
hotel pool at two p.m.; buried
treasure at campground
bathhouse at 3:30 p.m.; ob-
stacle maze at hotel front lawn
at 4:30 p.m.; park slide show
at hotel meeting room at 6:30
p.m.; Lakeside Singers , at
hotel meeting room at 8:30
p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
-P-450—ptivrottri -Sr Kentucky Ifarn
. Village State Park at-8:30 p.m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
at home of Mrs. Lowell King-,---
1103 Sycamore Street, for a
potluck after the, general
meeting; Faith Doran at two
p.m. in the senior youth room;
Bessie Tucker and Maryleona
Frost will not meet.
will Murray TOPS Club will
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Cidel
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include arts and
" crafts at recreation room at
ten a m  ; air hockey tour-
nament at game roam at one
p.m.; pool extravaitganza at
hotel pool at two p.m.; buried
treasurer at campground
bathhouse at 3:30 p.m.; ob-
stacle maze at hotel front lawn
at 4:30 p.m.; park slide show
at-hotel meeting room at 6:30
p.m.; Lakeside Singers at
hotel meeting room at 8:30
-067"
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three. p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens.
Quota Club is scheduled to
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Martin's Chapel. United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
First Baptist Church WMU
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
church.
Group II of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at
-ten a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Lottie Jones, and Group III
will meet with Mrs. Velma
Wisehart at two p.m.
- .
Lake Area Singles- Group
will meet at the Bank of
Benton at seven p.m. Square
dance lessons will be
discussed and all singles are
urged to attend.
A September 10th wedding is planned at four p.m. in the,Fir-
Junior Naturalist program 
St United Methodist Church, Henderson. All friends and
will be held from nine relatives are invited to attend.a.m.,-
twelve noon at Centen-Station,
Land Between the.lakes.
Wednesday, July 12 -
Activities at Land Between














ip... and return-of the winged
giants at Center Station at two
tonite's movies p.m. , 
aimiiiiirogiomm o mininimmemrInf rmation, Please Call 753-3314 • Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray Country






























perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park, old beach
area, at 8:30 p.m.
Rangers arialtangerettes of
WOW will meet .at the
municipal parking lot at 5;30
a.m. to board the bus for St.
Louis.
'Outland Cemetery
homecoming will be held with
a picnic lunch at noon.
Donations should be mailed to
Betty .0. Vinson, 2011
Gatesboro, Murray, if ____
to attend. -
Circles to First United
-Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Hannah for a
picnic at Baker's cabin on
Kentucky Lake; Ruth Wilson
and Wesleyan at the,church at --
7:30 p.m. with Helen Hodges
as guest speaker.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at the Triangle Inn at 8:30
po.m
Session of First
Presbyterian Church wilt --
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
church.
I.
Walter W. Jones M.D.
Diplorat, American Board
. of Optholmolody
Announces the Opening of
his office for Diseases and
Surgery of the Eye
at
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DEAR ABBY: My husbandand I have been married for
lAyeara_and have. SWSLChil drew Alyproblem is our _Bela&
It's once every three months for 10 minutes. (No kisses.).
He's the only Man rim ever had sex with. so I don't have--
anyone to compare him with, but I could have written that
song titled, "Is That All There Is?”
This has been going on for about five years. Whenever I
suggest that maybe he should see a doctor, he gets angry
and starts to shout. '
I find myself thinking it would be nice to have an affair.
I've also thought of leaving him. I'm sure other women
have had this problem. What do they do? .
NEEDS AFFECTION
this sleep deprivation
works is not understood.
Exercise appears to help
depression. This subject
was discussed at the recent
annual session of the
American Psychiatric As-
sociation and based on re-
search done at the Univer-
sity of Wiscensin.
The Wisconsin research-
ers had noted that few
joggers exhibited depres-
sion and decided to see if
running might be good
therapy for this illness




Evelyn Jones was the
hostess for lathes day golf held
Wednesday, July 5, at the
Murray' country Club.
Jereiie Sullivan won the
championship flight and
Frances Hulse had low putts.
• The first flight winner was
Toni Hopson with Elizabeth
Slusmeyer and Margaret
Shuffett tied for low putts.
Second flight winner was
Beverly Spann and Rowena
Cullom had low - putts The
third Flight winner was Judy
Muehleman and low putts
went to Norma Frank.
The Ladies Medal Play
heal
Wedding Planned
Miss Merl Heather .1IcClure
'and Patrick Dean McCormick
Mr. and Mi-s. Charles William McClure of Henderson an-
nounce the engagement of their daughter, Meri Heather, to
Patrick Dean McCormick, son of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Mc-
Cormick of Creel Springs, Ill.
Miss McClure, a 1974 graduate of Henderson High School,
recently graduated from Murray State University with a
degree in music education.
Mr. McCormick, a 1974 graduate of Vienna High School, will
be a senior at Murray State this year ,working on a degree in
construction teehnnIngy. -"-Tournament- is scheduled for
Tuesda-y and Wednesday, July
11 and 12. Persons are asked-to
call one of the co-chairman
Shuffett, 753-4560, or
Veneta Sexton, 753-4780 if
unable to play.
Pairings and tee times are
as follows:
No. One Tee-
9 : 00 a.m.-Judy
Muehleman, Norma Frank,
and Lashlee Foister: `.
- 9:10 a.m.-Lou Doran,-
Rowena Cullom, Chris
Graham, and Mickey Phillips.
9 : 20a.m .-Betty Scott,
Beverly Spann, Nancy' Fan-
„drich, . and Jane Fitch.
9:30 a.m.-Anna Mary





Villanova, and Toni Hopson.
9:50, a.m. -Margaret
Shuffett„ Inns Euvie








Q. Mr. H. writes that
he recalls that loss of sleep
has been found .4) be help-
ful in depression and
wonders if exercise is also
beneficial..
A. Insomnia has been
noted for years to be a
common symptom in per-
sons who have a moderate
to a severe degree of
depression. Some studies
indicate that keeping de-
pressed persons awake
will help to lessen their
degree of depression and
shorten its duration. How
and Veneta Sexton.
10:10 atm. - Frances Hulse,.
Betty Jo Purdotn, Jerlene
Sullivan, and Betty Lowry.
No. Four Tee-
9:00 a.m.-Becky Shuffett,
Lisa Clees, and Christine
Spann.
9:10 a.m.-Velvet Jones, Jo
Beth Oakley, and Connie
Spann. ,
9 : 20 a.m.-Lorraine
Maggard and Mary Belle
Overby:
9?30 a.m.-Eddie Mae
-Outland, Vickie Baker, and
Janice Howe.
The entry fee. WI11-10I $5.00
for ladies and $2.50 for junior
division. -
Patients, males and fe-
males ranging in age from
18 to 30 years, were divided
randomly into two groups.
None was taking; anti-
depressant medicine. For
a period of 10 Weeks, about
half of the persons had
regular group psychoth-
erapy, and the other half
jogged with jogging in-.
structor who had no expe-
rience in psychotherapy.
No discussion of their de-
pression and problems was
allowed during the jogging
sessions Those who jogged
took no other therapy.
Members of each group
were evaluated- twice a
week for signs of depres-
sion, and it was noted that
the joggers improved at
least as well as those who
continued their psychoth-
erapy. This result Was con-
sideredgnifie.ant  part it'
ularlybecause jogging was
less costly. It also has
other physical health bene-
fits and is a form of treat-
ment which can be self-
' adMinistered when need-
ed. , ---
Jogging has the added
advantage of les5ening the
use of drugs.
It is worth -noting-that
many of those who had
begun their jogging treat-
ment were interviewedone
year later and had become
regular runners and had
remained symptom-free of
depression. The amount of
jogging involved was 30 to
45 minutes at least three
times each week.
DEAR NEEDS: Some women have affairs and some
suffei in silence. Some punish their husbands by becoming
extravagant., abusive or belittling. And some leave their
If your husband refuses to face up to the problem an/do
something to remedy it, your choices are obvious. Either
kara how, to live with hjm- or 10/host him. _
'
DEAR ABBY: rin.worried about my 6-year-old sister.
She always wants to be- someone's animal. One day she
might want- WI; soihe's horse, and the next day-she
tnightwaht tobe-someotie's dog or cat. This may-not seem:'
like much of a problem, but she never wants to be the
"master" -she always wants to be the animal. -•
Is she normal? Or is something wrong with her?_
WORRIED
-
• DCAR WORRIER: This has been tEriftlbject of many
interesting psychological studies. The conclusions drawn
are not surprising. One who prefers to be "mastered"
wants desperately to please. This is usually the way the
younger child wins favor with her older siblings and
playmates. -
Don't worry. She's normal.
DEAR ABBY i'Yestarday was the saddest day of my life.
I buried my mother. And now many thoughts come to mind
that make me even sadder.
I recall the many times I meant to call her and ask if
there was anything she needed, but I seldom got around to
it. -
I recall the day I ran into Mom in the bakery. Her winter
coat looked so shabby and wren, and I thought, "Gee, I've
...got to take Mom downtown and buy her a new coat." But I
never found the time. I was too busy.
On her last birthday I sent her an azalea plant, but I
forgot to enclose a card. I bad wanted to get over to see
her, but there' was a football game that day, so I never
made it.
The last time I saw Mom was at my cousin's wedding.
She looked so old and tired. I told myself, "I must lend
Mom to Florida to visit her brother and get a little sun,"
but I just never got • around try buying the tickets.
If only I could turn the clock hack, I'd buy Mom that coat _
and spen2 evariTylithaiiy- with her and take her anyplace
she wanted to go. lint it's toe late now and, I am heartsick.
Please print this letter. Maybe ill had seen one like it, I
would have done things differently.
GRIEVING SON'
CONFIDENTIAL TO.G.J. Mari Finish college. You'll
be better equipped to keep the wolf from -the door If you
have a sheepskin.
Ana.yoer problems -too heats to banal, alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:




- Searching for answers to all those who/what where
gyestions about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help yiu get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.
4irothe. (tip




RICHMOND, Va. TAP) - An
exhibit' of the wonles of the
French artist Edgar Degas will
be on view at the Virginia Mu-
seum's Loan .Gallery throup
July 9. • ' -
The show includes 52 paint-
ings, sculptures, drawings and
prints.
The Golden Years of
Radio Are Back!!






















CANVAS for ell the
Family



























































































































Mr. and Mrs. Norman Butts
celebrated tfieir 46th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, July
2, at their home on Route Two,
Puryear, Tenn:  -
Their daughter-in-law, June
Butts,' celebrated her birthday
which was July 1. Mrs. Nettie
Arnold has a birthday on July
9.
Those present were Mrs.
Edna Gallimore, Mr. and Mrs. -
Norman But, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Gallion and three
children, Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Sloane, all of Puryear, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Kennith Butts,
Becky Robins, Frank Man-
ning, Paris, Tenn.; Jess and
Nettie Arnold, Murray; ;Mr.
and Mrs: Wayne Pension and
son, David, Springville,
Tenn.; Patsy Elliott and
Priscilla Snider, Sharon Tenn.
Mrs. Roberts Now
Orauropean Trip
Mrs. Hollis Roberts is
scheduled to return home on
July 12 after a visit with her
son, Maj. Daniel C. Roberts,
and family of Europe. -
While there felts. Roberts
visited point of interest in
Germany where her son is
stationed, and also traveled to





Read In Church Ceremony
• Mi.s.s. Annita Duncan of
'Murray, daughter of Mrs.
Hazel Fulton. and Rudy
Duncan, was marrieF,I to
Charles Peeler, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kelzie Peeler, on Friday,.
June 2, at seven p.m. at the
Elm Grove BaptistChurch.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins. The nuptial
music was presented by Miss
Kathy Kelly, pianist, and Mrs.
Sharon Owens, volocalist.
The sanctuary was banked
with urns of fern illuminated
with catherdral tapers in
brass candelabra. The family
pews were marked with
candles trimmed with-ivy.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her stepfather,
John Fulton, was lovely in a
formal length gown of white
Georgette. The sheer bodice
and high neckline were
trimmed in silk venise. The
full bishop sleeves were cuffed
and closed at the wrists.
Attached to the modified
empire waistline was a full a-
framed skirt. A tiny band of
matching Venise lace adorned
the hemline of the gown. A
flowing chapel length train
further enhanced the gown.
She carried—a- cascade
bouquet of pink roses, white
carnations, stepharidtis, and
baby's breath.
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ON FOLDED Good Al Nook'
IA.
•
Mr. and lirs. Charles Peeler
matron of honor was Mrs. the church.
_ Wanda Garland._Her_empire The. hricle_ table_isos_
style gown was pale blue with centered with five-candle
a matching shawl, and she
carried white carnations
tipped in pale blue.
The 'flower- girl, Michelle
Owens, wore a long • white
dress with pink Ies and a





• 4 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries





ol pertki•ollnpCIpian D s
Murray& Paducab
satin pillow.
Ed Knight was the besttnan
for Mr. Peeler. Michael




ceremony a reception was
held in the fellowship hall of
brass candelabrum trimmed
with blue .and white dasies.
The three tiered wedding cake
had- au winding staircase -of
pink candles sitting on blue
and pink flowers. The cake
was topped with a miniature
bride - and, groom statuette.
bows and streamers filled The punch bowl was at the
with pink and red rose peW13. • Other end of the table.
Kevin Garland, nephew of Serving at the table were
the bride, wag the ringbearer Mrs. Joyce Houston, Mrs.
and carried the ring on a white Alice Knight, and Mrs. Cathy
Hopkins.-
The couple left later for a
wedding trip to Niagara Fall.c.
and are now residing at their
home in Murray. Mrs. Peeler
is a secretary for Dr, Russell
Howard and Mr. Peeler is a





Donald Maley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rosby Maley of
Kirksey, assistant professor of
speech and music at Paducah
Community College, has been
named FCC's "Great Teacher
of the Year' by the student
senate of the college.
Maley will now vie far the
honor of being one of the Great
Teachers of the Year" in the
University of Kentucky
Donald Maley
system. He said he was
pleased that the re;Cognition
came from people who see me
do my job every day—the
students, who are with me
everyday.
A native of Detroit, Mich.,
Maley graduated magma cum
laude in 1971 with a bachelar
of music education degree, in
1973 with a master of music
—education degree, and in 1974
with a' ihastvr'of VciantTifi
communications -degree, all
from Murray State liniver-__
atty.
Maley taught in the Murray-
Calloway Countyt School
System and at Eldorado, Ill.,
High School before going to.
PCC in the fall of 1975. He also.
appointed this past semester
to be the acting division
chairman in the Humanities
and 'Related Technology
division at PCC.
The Paducah teacher is also
director of the Community ,
Chorus, co-chairman of the
FOCUS committee, a member
of the PCC kthletit
Association and Intramural
committee, and a member of
the board of directors for the
CommunitY Concert Series
He plays the euphonium.
baritoye horn, and has per-
.formed for many area clubs.
'He is a member of the Central
Church of Christ and resides







Baby Girl Clark (Marlena).
102 E. Fuller St.; Paris, Tenn.,
Baby Boy Norwood (Carol).
Rt.1, Mayfield, Baby Boy
Oliver (Sharon), 23C Pen-
nyrile Apts., Hbpkinsville,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Kathy L. McLeod and
Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Benton, Chad
—II—Cochran, 732 Fairlane,
Murry, Mrs. Dorothy A.
Daniels, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Techie T. McDermott, Rt. 5,
Benton, -Mrs. Janice C.
Outland, -Rt. 2, Box 288B,
Murray, Charles E. Harris,
1250' Burlinggame, Detroit,
Mich., Terry L. Ross, Rt. 1,
Benton, MriarDixie J. Melton,
803 Olive, Benton,
Margie A. Dodd, 1306
Murray, Mrs. Anita.- G.
Driskilh" Rt. 7 Box 189B,
Benton, Mrs. Jessie R. smith,
Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Catherine,
Nf. Glass, Rt. 8, Box 1015,
Murray, J. T. Phillips, Rt. 2,
Covey Dr., Murray, Sarah V.
Wilson, Rt. 1, Box 203, -
Murray, Mrs. Mary Hill, Box
191 renton, Carl A. Oster-
berg. 291 Oakdale, Camden
Tenn., Mrs. Viola Falwell, Rt
3,. Box 154, Murray, Will J.
Smith, M. 7, Box 549. Murray,
Mrs. Eva P. Wyatt, Rt. 1,
Almo.
BAYLESS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Bayless
of 907 Olive Street, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Jayson . Paul, weighing seven
pounds 91,2 ounces, measuring
191-2 inches, born on Saturday,
June 17, at 1:39 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed at
Taylor Motors.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Eaker of fvfway
Route Eight and Mrs. .EVelyn
Bayless, 716 Nash" Drive,
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Haiel Galloway,
Mrs. Dortha- Eaker and Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Feulner. A
great great grandmother is
Mrs. Lillie Moody.
Art Guild Now Open
_ The Murray Art Guild,
— located on North 'Sixth StreetHerbert Calhoon Is just off Main Street in Murray,
will have exhibits on the worksHonored At Party of Emily Wolfsen of Murray,
. and the works of Ed-On His Birthday prisoners on display







to four p.m. on
Wednesday,
Friday and
Herbert E. (Cal) Calhool,/
was honored at a birthday
party and cook out given by
his wife, Beulah 91hoon, at
their home near Kentucky
Lake on Saturday, June 24.
Everyone/ enjoyed the
different /dishes of food and
refreiKrnents served.
Those attending were Mr.
, and Mrs. Carlos Byars, Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Maupin, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Fair, Mr.
Mrs. Hannes Ver-Wey,- Mr.
and Mrs. Tom.. --Overcast,
Cleatus Este, Tommy
Smother:alai; John Henry
Elliott: Mrs. Juanita Thorn,
Charles Armihgeon, Mrs.
L9na Moroski, Hilman Dyer,
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Agree Or Not 11, .1t1 I tirt.tt
_Time Has A
Way Of Healing
FRANKFORT - Time has a way of
healing wounds.. and setting history
in perspective.
The re-emergence of- Richerd M.
Nixon into the public spotlight at
Hyden, Kentucky,- -July 3. after the
embarrassing Watergate fiasco. may
become a sifnificant turning point in
how our history is finally written about
this. period.
Nixon's dedication speech at _the
recreation center project dedicated in
his naltie in this Eastern Kentucky
mountain county seat of 500 population
may-get the town's name in the history
books. An adoring crowd attended the
event and there were no hecklers to
distnib this historic event for Hyden.
' This indicates that some-of the, bit-
terness is fading away from Nixon and
Watergate. The charge that brought
'atietit-,1\TrorirregigriatioliliiTIFie office
of President of the United States was
obstruction of justice, or trying to cover
up the third-rate breaking an entering
charge at Democrat headquarters.--.„
The sixties was a. period of-social
revolution on the university compiles
of this nation and a backwash ;oL
political infighting _which this nation
had never seen before.
This nation had come through World
War II victorious. the Korean War
. which saw a negotiated peace, only to
get involved ,in a no-win situation in,
Vietnam. The nation was weary of
sending its youth to war in foreign -
lands. -
All of these 'events combined to
'become the political battlefield bet-
ween -Democrats and Republicans
within our nation.
Three prominent Americans,
President John .F_ Kennedy, CiviL_
Rights Leader Martin Luther King and
presidential aspirant Robert F. Ken-
nedy were assissinated. Bitterness
brewed. „
We had come througffThe depression
years with Franklin D. Roosevelt as our.
leader and heMoses who led us out of
the labyrinth of despair and suffering
that was lifted with the beginning at
- WOrlifWir-Ifiii-becernber 1941.
• Harry S. Truman became president
at the death of FDR. Doubt and
criticism, and sharp criticism of --
Truman-Was prevalent .for a time. Yet:
.4ture has proven him to be one of Our
greatest presidents whose record
eclipsed the legend of Roosevelt. -
•-
Then we had eight years of war hero
Dwight Eisenhower who negotiated the
-end of the Korean War.
Then came John F. Kennedy's brief
1000-day reign imwhich he was glorified
by the press that created Camelot, the
nearest we've ever had to royalty in our
federal government. . This period was,
the' dream of the propagandists, but it
lasted too short a time to really
evaluate in terms of history, for ac-
complishments or mistakes.
Franklin D. Roosevelt rode into
power in a propaganda war
stigmatiziAg Herbert Hoover. Hoover
was pictured as the cause of the world-
wide depression, but he lived to see his
name vindicated.
Harry Truman lived to see his record
ernbalzoned in our history. as one of the
greatesL... . ,
Lyndon Baines Johnson was driven
,into not seeking a second term by
members of his own Democrat Party.
Who. knows now what. the history
,1.4, books will say about -Nixon's record for
bringing our young men home from
\Vietnam or his success .in ...foreign af-
fairs?.
-MINT just finished reading William
"Fishbait" Miller's book in which he
recalls incidents in Washington during
his almost 40 years of service as
Doorkeeper in the HoUSe of
'Representatives. He admits he is
-biased toward the Democrat Party
which he so dearly., loved, and the
headiness of power that prevails in out
Capitol.
. Relabels Kentucky Alhen Barkley, 
who became vice presider A ender
Harry S. Truman as brilliant and
".`honest'' man. People will little
--remember that Barkely -failed-to-file-his--
federal income taxes over a 10-year
• period and his estate paid more than a
half million dollars in back taxes and
- penalties.
Congress today is dragging its feet
• investigating charges against present
• and 'former congressmen for accepting
cash contributions from Tongsun ,Park, •
-
-merchant who
became -promitient the "Washington
scene. ,
- Congress has an affinity ' for
'protecting their brothers, but the
)zigjority party always seems to glory
in-crucifying the opposition.
History seems to glorify the good and
tends to forget the bad.
hEART •,1N
Welet-.14ir- 'senior
citizens: its-parpose is tip- answer
questions and wive problems - fast. If
yap 1,ave a *Mien or a problem not
neetelt in these columns, write
Heartling, 114 East Dayton Street, West -
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self:addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be primed in this column. •
_
HEARTLING I have4ist turned age
62. Since I have retired from my
-.--eomPa0Y:- 1-have been taken -off- my-riecord'?---E.J.-
group health insurance policy. Now. 1..--.This teill-_ have . no effect on her
have to take out private insurance until
I am old enough for Medicare. I had one
agent talking to me who kept men-
tioning ."pre-existing . health condition."
Can you jell me what this has to do with
buying -health insurance'.-S.A.....
This provision is one of the most
important aspects of purchasing health
insurance. yet it -4 also one of the least
understood, A pre-existing health
condition 'is a condition which you were
treated for prior to your policy_ being
issued. -Many policies will not. provide
• coverage for pre-exisitng health
conditions while others will cover Meiji
after a specific waiting perfoil, such as
six months or a year after the 'policy
.has been issued
_ .WherryouvV bra policy, moat.,
companies- will a-s • tiont absit
your-medical history. It is the utmost
importance that you disclose full irn-
formation On the application about your
medical history --for example, injuries,
hospitalizations, or illnesses. If you fail
to include in the application any pre-
existing health condition the company
can deny your claim on the basis of
misrepresentation or failure to disidOse
full information.
It is very, common for a policy to
contain a provision under which the
company may deny a claim or rescind
coverage during a specified period
affer-poricji -1:sSiminCe for ierisenrs
misrepresentation at the time of ap-
plication. This period is generally two
years. After that period, such a
provision does not apply. The policy, in
• effect, becornes incontestable and the
company must pay for your claim.
For a further understahding of . what
to look for, and look out for, in pur-
,chasing health insuranee.HeartItne has
written a book to help you in your
choice of coverage. To order, send $1.50
to Heartline's Guide to Health In-
• surance,-,V.- Box- 11934, -Chicago,
Illinois 60611. Please allow -six -weeks
for delivery.
HEARTLIVE:I recently Married a
lady from England and she wilLsoon be
join..ig me here in America. I am still
working now, but I plan to retire in two
years and at-that time I will start
drawing my Social Security benefits.
My wife does not plan to take out
American citizenstillS, When I retire.
will the fact that my wife is not a citizen
have any bearing on her drawing Social
_Security Spouses benefits on my work
drawing Social Securtty spouses
benefits on your work record because _
, citizenship is not a factor in being
eligible for Social Security benefits. AS
long as your wife is at least 62 years old,
she can draw Social Security_spouse's
benefits when you start your benefits.
HEARTLINE: I am a Civil Service
employee. Can you tell me under what
condifiti, an employee may take op-
tional retirernent?-G.W. •
An employee is eligible for optional
retirement upon nitieting one of the
following minimum combinations of
age and service:
(a). Age 62 with 5 years service
•-ib) Age 60: with 20 years service.
,(C) Age 55 with 30 years service.
Both age and service requirements
ua be met at time of separation_ For
instance, an employee who separates
before age 55 with 30 or more years of
servioe must wait until- age 62 when he
or she will be eligible for a deferred'.
annuity.
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The Senior Art. Exhibit of Jennifer
George of -Murray and Homer Allen of
Owensboro is new on display in the
Mary Ed McCoy Hall Gallery of. the
Fine Arts Building, Murray State
University.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lara
Maude Jones,. age 80, Mrs. Zella Linn,
age 74, Mrs. Janie A. Langston, age 80.
and Simon Harrison.
- Dr. Jerry P. King, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. King Of Murray, has been
promoted to associate professor of
mathematics at Lehigh . University,
Bethlehem, Pa.
Harvey L.' Elder, member of the
Murray State University faculty,
received his Ph.D in mathematics
education at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, on July 15.
Otis Harrison was honored on his 90th
birthday on July 6 at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Artie Guthrie.
20-Years Ago
The City Administration has corn-
pletely vacated the old goarters located
on the south side of the court square and
has moiled to new quarters in the. new
city hall building at South Fifth and
Poplar Streets, according to City Clerk
Charlie Grogan.
'New officers of the American Legion'
Poet No. 73 .are Galen Thurman, Joe --
Dick, Rubin James, Thomas Bell,
Jellies Blalock, and Billy Joe Hale.
Mr.. and Mrs., William R. Yurches
have won a 17 days all expense paid trip
to Europe by the All. Pond Co., Ind.,
producers of Keepsake diainond rings,
in a nation wide contest. '
Birth worted include a girl, Lena
Gayle, to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Homes
Ellis', Jr., on June 14, and a boy, Joe
Pat, to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W.
Robertson on June 14.
Rayburn McDougal has caught. a 20
pound catfish and holds first place in
the Thai A Division of the Ledger &
Times fishing contest.
30 Years Ago
Calloway County has a delegation of
almost one hundred, Woodmen of the
World at the WOW annual field day
being held at Mayfield.
Junior dairy judging teams from
three counties were at the Murray State
College farm on July 8 for a field day in
judging conducted by Paul Jackson of
Columbus, Ohio.
Mrs..lianifortWoran. Mr. Maynard
Ragsdale, Mrs. Johnny Walker, Mrs.
Samuel Adams, Mrs: E. D. Shipley,
Mrs. R. L. Cooper, and Miss- Rachel
Rowland ,of the Calidvilly County
HomemakerS Club attended the Pur-
chase and Pennyroyal district meeting
at Cadiz. •
The Rev. _R. H. Falwell of Louisville
will be the speaker at the First Baptist
Church on July 11:
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bazzell and son of







At the last meeting of our City
Council, I left a copy with each member
,-of a letter showing ,a- comparison of
Murray-Calloway Hospital rates on use
of operating row service with other
hospitals near by,. We are so far out of
line, that I feel like "all citizens of
D noway-County should-knew of this-.-4--
have previously shown that, in my
opinion, we are too high in comparison,
of semi-private rooms, private rooms-,
and intensive care units. I have urged
the 'City Council to investigate all
services in our hospital, and roll back
any charges they find higher than
• comparable hospitals.
Here is a comparison. at operating.
-.-roorn:-services.- - --
Murray-Calloway County - Major
surgery - first hour $110.00, plus $95.00
each, additional 15- minutes; Minor •
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Benton Hospital - Major surgery -
first hour $90.00 plus $25.00 for each half
hour: Minor surgery - $75.00 first hour,
no charges for extra time.
Henry Co:Hospital -Major surgery -
first hour $77.70- plus- 17,040 for each_
additional hour; Minor surgery - $64.60
first hour, plus $13.10 for each ad-
_..ditionaLhour.
-Benton Co. Hospital - Major surgery
- complete operation $85.00; Minor
surgery .- complete operation $85.00.
- - Jenny Stewart Hospital- Hopkinsville
• -- Major surgery - first hour $80.00, plot,
$10.00 each additional hour„ Minor
surgery - first hour $60.00, plus $10.00.
. each additionalhour.
I do not think it. fair for Calloway


























FOR THE GifOsr wmp WAL KS p;
-dar Arthur AsJie ra
Thought for today: Education is the
ability to listen to almost anything
.withoutiosing your temper or your self
conadence - Robert Frost, American
poet, 1874-1963.
Bible Thought
Feat not: lot I am with Thee: Isaiah
43:5
Whiii'lod is —us;
have no fear of any. man or anything.
Therefore if He is not with _osithen
we have ample., reason to fear every-
thing .
EVERY TIME HER 0AU614:TER
NITS A 6002 SHOT,
SHE HONKS ME MORN
rver4r- - 4
4iit40 ee'r IIP•41;*4 4'•
44" S. A. #4 *o;
•'•  •• •
4 ae. :V:4; 7:4 14??.1
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, July 10, the 191st
day of 1978. There are 174 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1850, Vice President
Millard Fillincre succeeded to the
presidency on the death of President
Zachary Taylor.
On this date;
In 1509, -the Protestant reformer,
John Calvin, was born in France.
In. 1890, Wyoming became the 44th
state of the Union.
In 1943, Allied forces landed ore the
island of Sicily in World War II.
Jr) 1953, the Soviet chief oi Internal
security, Lavrenti Berta, was purged
from the Communist hierarchy in the
Soviet Union.
In 1962, the Telstar communications
satellite was launched into -orbit from
Cape Canaveral, Fla., to relay
television between America and
Europe.
In 1971, the U.S. Senate Foreign
Relations Committee estimated that
the war in Vietnam had cost nearly $500
for every man, woman and•child in the
United States.
Ten years ago: Maurice Couve le
Murville became Premier of France
after the resignation of Georges'
Pompidou.
Five years ago: The Bahamas
became independent after three cen-
turies of British colonial rule.
One year ago: Hijackers took over a By WILL(
Soviet airliner carrying 72 people on a AP Special
domestic flight and forced the pilot to WIMBLEI
fly them to Helsinki, Finland. of the men'
Today's birthdays: Novelist Said • Caesar's Ga
Bellow is 63 years old. Broadway - young Bic







































































































--Getting Ready For The Gun
MI1611 NEM (Irdt) tenses for the start of an event during the Merrily Jaycee Invitational Swim Meet Saturday. Pitman cap-
tired Ilee 15-111 girir: division is the breaststroke to help her team to a third-place finish.
Pliant by hank I. Goalie
Bjorn Borg's Victory Leaves No Doithts
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
WIMBLEDON, England (AP) - All
of the men's pro tennis world, unlike
Caesar's Gaul, is divided into two parts
- young Bjorn Borg and the rest of the
200 to 300 court gypsies who travel the
internationecircillt.-
The 22-year-old, long-haired Swede
now stands apart. He is on one towering
-tter-and you need-binoculars- to--see-
those just below him - Jimmy
Connors, Guillermo Vitas, Ilie Nastase
and Vitas Gerulaitis. Another wide gap
separates the others.
Borg's crushing 6-2, 6-2, 6-3 victory
over Connors in the Wimbledon final
projects the Scandinavian into an elitist
society spoken of by tennis buffs only in
reverential terms.
If he never wins another match and
there's no doubt he will win many more
and take home additional trophies ,in
abundance - Borg already has 'earned _
the right to be bracketed with such
greats as Bill Tilden, Fred Perry, Don
Budge, France's Four Musketeers,
_ -
Jack' Kramer, Pancho Gonzales and
Rod Laver.
"No doubt about it," said Perry, the
last elan to win three consecutive
Wimbledons back in the mid-1930s and
now a British r commentator.
"What has he wo now?" Perry paused
to answer h)s uestion, "Three
Wimbledon.% three French and two
Italian. And he's just started. There
appears_ no limit_ to. _what this kid can 
achieve. He has everything - great
size, natural physical assets, speed,
lightning reflexes and, more important,
excellent temperament.. With it, he's a
great boy." 
-*
The British expected the Wimbledon
men's final to be a knockdown, drag-out 7-
battle between the game's two
heavyweights - Borg, a
-sledgehainnier hitter with' ail almost
inhuman faeulty for insulating himself
against all outside distractions, and the
fiery, feisty Connors, a street fighter in
knee-high socks and white pants and a
Little Lord Fauntieroy hair style.
An even-money bet with London's
legal bookies, it was advertised in
Britain's flashy tabloids as the court
battle of the century. Borg turned it into
a travesty.
The young Swede's thunderbolt
service, topspin forehand and ripping
two-fisted backhand reduced Connors'
normally aggressive,- slam-bang attack
to complete impotence.
The American was left-to appreciate
how aging Ken Rosewall felt in 1974
when he-was- wiped- out by Connors'
flashing steel racquet, first at Wim-
bledon and then at Forest Hills, winning
only eight games in six sets.
Now Borg has beaten Connors five of
the last six times they have met and-has
given up only 12 games in the last-six
sets they have played. Counting the last
set of the tournament at Boca Raton,
Fla., and a. match in Tokyo, the sets
read like this: 6-1, 6-2, 6-2, 6-2, 6-2, 6-3.
The-Strong, quick-moving Viking has
completely dominated Vitas, who has
proven himself to_be a one-surface
performer - Clay. No other player on
the scene can begin- to challenge the
recognized king of the courts.
Six Teams In Inaugural Event
Murray 4th in Jaycee
,
The Murray Swim Team
compiled 376 points to finish
fourth in the first annual
Murray-Jaycee. Invitational
Seim Meet at the Murray
Park Pool Saturday.
Paducah won the event with
440 points, followed by
Greenville (428), Hopkinsville
(380), Murray, Calvert City
(228) and Marion (118).
Paducah took an early lead
which it maintained through
48 events. Greenville then
pulled ahead and led for the
next 12 before 'three first
places and four seconds in the
last 10 events gave Paducah
the title.
Murray trailed Hopkinsville
by a narrow margin through
the first 64 events, then pulled
ahead with a first-place
victory in the. girls' 10-and-
under freestyle relay.
Murray held the lead for
third until the last evefit of the
meet. Hopkinsville won
that-the boys' freestyle
relay-to give it a four-point
tadhivrdantage over Murray for
Eric Easley paced the
Murray boys with firsts in
eight-and-under events in the
individual medley and
breaststroke. •
Don Easley placed first in
the six-and-under freestyle.
Robyn Ray was the only
Murray girl to win more than
one event. She copped 15-18
wins in the backstroke and
butterfly.
Charlotte Shroat won the W
and-under breaststroke;
Suzanne Pitman, the 14-and-
under breaststroke; and
Martha Pitman, the 15-18
breaststroke.
The Murray girls also won
-four relay events, including




land under- 4. E. Easley, M. Hopkins,
D. Lusk, T. Nix.
10 and wider: 4. E. Abazons,
Hopkins, W. Simmona, D. Brock.
12 and under 4. T. Bruchfield, C.
Franklin, R. Marquardt, E. Abzoris
6 and wider: 1. Don Easley.
band wider: 1. Robert lioplidna.
12 and under: 3. Burchfield.
15-18: 4. Clay Fact*.
land under: 4. Saielfkiiday.
10 and under: 3Abbert Hopkins.
12 and wider: 3.116i Burchfield.
14 and under: 4. Mark Humming.
lamina Maar!
land under: I. Eric Easley
10 and miler: I. Eric Abazons
14 and tinder: 4. Mark Hushing
leswasseni•
land under: I. Eric Easley.
10 and under: 1. Eric Abazoris.
14 and under: 4. Mark Hassan&
15-18:4. Chip Furches.
I•tierfle
land under: 4. Eric Easley.
10 and under:!. Eric Abazoris
P.c.,* tame
Sand under. 4. E. Easley, M. Honking,
Lusk, T. Nix.
10 and under: 4. E. Abazoris, Ft.
Sun Tennis Tourney Open
Netters have until 6 p.m. The entry fee is $6 for
Wednesday to enter the singles ind $4 per player for
Paducah Sun Open Tennis doubles.
- Tournament, July 21-23, at the
Noble _park Tennis Center and 
Entry forms may be mailed
Paducah Community College. 10 Paul -Rowtoni 
gun
• Singles and doubles for both Tournament Director, 
P.O.
men and women will be held. Box 512, Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Hopkins, W. Sannions, J Whitlow.
12 and under 3 T Burchfield, C.
Franklin, R. Marquardt. E. Abazoris.
GIRLS' !VENTS
&win kin
-I and under. 3. H. Brown, J. Rayburn,
K. Mobley, M. Cannock.
10 and under: 2. L. Farris, M. Bur-
chfield, L Franklin, S. Smith.
12 and under: 2. L Yarns, C. Schoen-
feldt, K. Thomas, lit Mobley. .
14 and under: 2. K. Shepard, S. Pit-
man, C. Shroat, J. Morns.
15-18: 1. ht. Pitman, R. Ray, M.
Duvall, C. Shred.
halo*
land under': 2. Megan Capp9ck.
10 and under: 3. Laura Farris
12 and under: 4. Use Farris
14 and under: 4. Jill Morris.
15-18: 3. Martha Pitman.
' asesseedis
10 and wider: 2. Laura Yarns.
12 and under: 4. Lisa Farris.
14 and under: I. Charlotte Shroat:
1$-18: 1. Robyn Ray.
ladlaidowl Nadel
land wider: 4. Kristy Mobley
10 and wider: 3. felargy Burchfield.
15-11:3. Martha Pitman.
Ilmoseeksk•
Sand wider: 4:Kristy Mobley
10 and under: I. Margy Burchfield.
12 andander: 4. Lisa Farris.







and : 1. 46 Franklin.
12 and : Rally Thomas.
14 and : 2. Clearlotle Simon.
111-111:-1. Ray.
asid uI.A. M. Capp-
U. Bur-
ditties". L & IneRh.
12and . EM Mehloy, L Farris,-
K. .0a.41.
14 and . I. 3.11arris, C. Shroat,
DA. Pitman.
15-11: 2. M. Pltanan, R. Ray, M.
Duvall, C. Shroat.
The following persona assisted with
Saturday's flied: • - -
Starter: Don Bareleald; Announcer -
W. A. Franklin; Stroke-Mow Dan and -
Lois Utter.
Lane judges' Marta Pitman, Verni
Shroat, Bill and Jan Rayburn, Gene
Schanbacher,..Tarruny and fin Brown,
Mkry Loa Bell, W. J. Pitman.
Timers: Pat Mobley, Janice Nix, Sara
Hussung, Jeanette Fumes, Kay Ray,
Melissa Easley.
-- Awards: Joyce Thomas, Cecelia
Brock, Pat Ronk*, Margaret Franklin,
Lila Link.'
Scoring: Kathy Burchfield, Linda '
Shepard; Runners: Brenda Marquardt,
Nancy Whitmer; Clerk: Penny Cannock.
Assistants: Tiffany' Taylor, Monica
Green, Claire Bell, Liz Marquardt,
Bekah Brock, Lori Schanbacher.
Murray coaches: Jay Pitman, Keith
King. •
Lane-Lance Are Victors
In MTA Mixed Scramble
Denny Lane and Vickie
Lance defeated Hunt Smock
and Janet Housden 6-2, 6-4




scramble at the Murray
Tennis Center Sunday
evening.
Bennie Purcell and Cheryl
Whitaker edged Bob Hopkins
and Janice Austin 6-4; fe& -in
the consolation final.
Early matchers _ were
played at the Murray High
courts Saturday, but rata
halted play for several hours
Sunday until the final matches
were played at the Murray
Afennis Center.
24 teams participated in the
tourney, according to
spokesman Sue Overby, and
the Association hopes to hold
another scramble in the fall,
that one in men'sand women's -
doubles.
Elder Edges Trevino For Milwaukee Title
By MIKE O'BRIEN
AP Sports Writer
MILWAUKEE (A?) - Lee
Elder, once again an
automatic qualifier for the
prestigious Masters and
Tournament of Champions,
readily admits that the real
winner was the- Greater
Milwaukee Open Golf
Tournament.
The reason, Elder said, is
the class of Lee Trevino,
whom Elder defeated Sunday
in an eight-hole sudden-death
playoff for the title in the star-
slighted GMO and a $30,000
first prize.
"I'm sure Lee tried as hard
as he could, but I believe that
if he hadn't been in a hurry to
meet his wife in Chicago and
catch a plane for England for
the British Open, it could have
DUNN
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
Top Qua lIt Merchandise
Guaranteed Low Prices
Hwy. 641 N. Murray, Ky.
YOU ARE INVITED
TO BE OUR GUESTS
AT THE HOMECOMING CELEBRATION
First Christian
Church




The Rev. J. Howard Nichols
Bridgeton, Missouri
Sunday 10:45 A. M.
The Rev. Dr. Robert E. Jarman
Roanoke, Virginia
Sunday, 1:00 P.M.




The Howard Swyer Family,
I lakeworth, Florida
Dr. David C. Rees, Minister
been a different story," Elder
said.
"I think the fact that tee
came here and played as hard
as he did when he planned to
gO to England right afterward
says something about what
kind of man he is," Elder said.
Trevino, whose $17,100
check for second place put
him third on the tour's ear-
nings list for .the year at-
$198,420, as usual was one of
the few bienames to play in
this tournament, which many
stars skip in preparation for
the British Open starting
Wednesday.
Trevino said thatdespite his
defeat -- assured when his -6-
foot putt rolled dead at the lip
of the cup an the 197-yard, par-
3 eighth extra hole for a bogey
- he will continue to support
the GMO.
"I'm Very happy for Lee' 
Elderand for the , tour-
nament," Trevino-said. "This
ft probably the-hest thing that
could happen to the GMO. All
week- long I felt I could win
this thing, but it just wasn't:
meant tube. But I'll be back
next year:"
Elder started the final round
tied for the lead with Bob Lunn
at 206, 10 under on the 7,010-
yard, par-72 Tuck w a ytountry
Club course.
He birdied four of his first
eight holes to go 14 under, 2
strokes ahead of Trevino.
Elder lost a stroke when he
bogeyed No. 16, and Trevino
forced a playoff when he sank
a 20-foot birdie putt on the
18th. The two were tied at 13-
under 275 for 72 holes. .
"I thought, 'Not again,"
said Elder, beaten by Trevino
in a 1972 playoff at Hartford.
Conn. He did pretty much the
same thing in 1972 when he
sank- a 15 or 20 footer on the
last hole.' •
On the eighth extra hotel.
Elder drove the green and f-
putted for par. Trevino hit into
a bunker and blasted to 6 feet
before putting short. "I felt I
could win on each' extrahole.
but I got a little tired on eight,
and the ball had no legs and
went into • the bunker,-
Trevino said. -
Elder said he muffed his
chance to win in regulation
when he let his mind wander
before he bogeyed the 16th.
"I let my mind get away
from the job at hand, and that
was playing golf," he said, "I
was thinking that I had a lead
with two to play, and then I
thought of all the things I
wanted so badly - the chance
to play in the Masters-again,
the Tournament of Cham-
pions, the top 60, the chance to
reach my goal of $100,000 this
tear."
Elder and Trevino parred
the first five playoff holes,
birdied the par-5 sixth and
parred the.No. 7. Trevino shot
a 68 and Elder 69 in the final
round. Miller Barber shot a 68
for third at 278. Lou Graham,
Tim Simpson and Dave Barr
tied at 279.
-Phils, Astros Cop Victories
-
The Phils edged the Orioles
8-7, and the Astros beet the
Indians 14-4 in the final PAny
League season games
Satruday.
The Phils scored the win-
fun in the top of the
seventh on an infield throwing
error by an Oriole for their
victory.
Rieky Barrow tripled and
'Singled for the Phils, and Todd
Harrison added a double
Tim Brown was three for
three for the Orioles, pnd Don
Hargrove chipped in a double.
Kirk Stark.; struck out nine
to lead the Astros over the
Indians.
Starks added a double and
single, and David McMillen
double. Keith Houston bad
two hits for the Indians, and
Stacey Smith added a double
The Indians, first-half season
wintierii, will face the Orioles,
the second-half champs, for
the Pony ' heagus chem._
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• Cushion Belt Polyglas
Double. fiberglass belts... to help fight tread 811Bifill-
and road hazards.
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brand 1030 oil
. PROTECTS MOVING PARTS -
ENSURES QUIET OPERATION
• complete oil.Lhanae and i,hassis
lubrication • Ensures •smoo4h perfor-
mance. reduces the hances of wear
• Please phone for arrPointment • In
'chides light trucks





servicei titre If needed




• Inspect and rotate all 4 tires • Set
caster, camber, and toe-in to fasissey
specifications • Inspect stispension
and steering system--sillibiat U.S. cars_
some imports
Ilse any of these 9 other ways to buy Our Own
Customer Credit Pran • Master Charge
• HankAmericard • Ainerican Espress Card .,
•. Carte Manche, • Diners Club • Cash '
C=11011






HELPS ENSURE BETTER GAS
MILEAGE' AND PERFORMANCE
• Eleceronic.engine. charging. and
signing system analysts. .• Install neis
points, plugs, condenser, rotor s Set
dwell and timing is-..,,r11.ust carburetor
for economy • Includes Dalton. Toy.
ota. VW, snd light trucks
Inc ludes parts.and






For more good years in your car
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Reds Club Giants 8-2
* Hebner's 5 RBI's Power Phils. Past Expos.., ._--.. ..
By. HERSCHEL NISSENSON In other National League ended a personal nine-game HoustOn snapped 
the Dodgers' ruris- ind the Pirates added
,EAP Sports Writer action, the Cincinnati Reds losing streak with one inning fourgame winning streak and four more in the inning, two on
- Dave Johnson.-1 thjurY made *rimmed the San Francisco of hitless relief and Pete Rose pitcher Don 
Sutton's personal Frank Taveras' bloop single.
Richie Hebner's day and Giants 8-2, the Houston Astros tied his career high by ex- fivegame winning 
skein.-'' 
That made a winner of Bert
Hebner's booming bat ruined downed the Los Angeles tending his hitting skein to 25 Cubs4, Metal Blyleven, who recorded his
the Wititreal Expos' day: Dodgers 5-1, the Chicago Cubs games, tops in the majors this Bobby Murcer hit a two-rui • sixth consecutive victory.
- . With southpaw Dan beat tlte New York Mets 44, season. The Reds wrapped up homer in thili•tbifd inning and Braves 5, Padres 3
Schatzeder pitching for the Pittsburgh Pirates the victory' by scoring five Chicago .relief ace Bruce Jeff Burroughs slammed a
Montreal. the lefty-swinging whipped the St. Louis Car- times in the seventh inning. Sutter 
„stifled New York over tie-breaking two-run homer in
. Hebner was scheduled to ride diktats 6-1 and the Atlanta Astros 5, Dodgers 1 the.d.nal 21-3 innings for his the fifth inning and veteran
-. the bench white Dave Johnson Braves defeated the San Diego - J.R. Richard fired a four- 14th save. All-Star Pat ZaPhm----J knuckleballer Phil Niekro
played third base for Padres 5-2. . hitter, struck out 12 to offset- was the loser while Mike hurled three scoreless innings
Philadelphia. Hebner and  six walks and drove in • two Krukow gained his third in a rare relief appearance.
Johnson have been filling for National League runs with a sixth-inning single victory in as many starts. Burroughs, who also knocked
the injured Mike Schmidt.  in beating the Dodgers for the Pirates 6, Cards 1 in a run with a first-inning
But when Johnson showed seventh . ccinfecutive time Shortstop Garry Tern- single, homered off Bob
up on crutches Sunday, the since June' 23, .1976. Richard, pleton's fielding error with the Shirley after a two-out single
result of a bone bruise suf- the irrajor league strikeout bases loaded in the seventh by Gary Matthews, breaking a
fered Saturday night when he leader, ran his total to 157 as inning let in two Pittsburgh 2-2 deadlock.
fouled a ball off his left foot, 11
the Phillies had to go with
Hebner. And all he did was
drive in five runs with a pair of
two-run homers - one off
Schatzeder - and a,. game-
inzung bases-loaded single
-off lefty Darold Knowles that
capped a two-run rally in the
bottom of the ninth and gave
the Phillies an .8-7 triumph
over the Expos.
The Phillies needed Heb-
ner's heroics because Steve
Carlton. making his fourth bid
for his 200th victory, was
tagged for home runs by Dave
Carter and Andre Dawson. Twins Win Eighth Straight;Cash, Ellis Valentine, Gary -
Carter also hit a three-run • .
stheot oEfxf Rawly adstw7.6ickinto
aheE 1;•1:e Brewers Bomb Yankees Again
eighttk-, before- - the- -
rallied.
Reds 8, Giants!
Dan Driessen singled home
the tying and go-ahead runs in
the sixth inning, Tom Hume
Nuggets, Mets Top
7r 'The Nuggets defeated the Liz Hendon and Nene
--Aces 19-8, and the Mets beat Underhill rapped four hits
he !siats1.1-6 in final regular- each in the Aces' loss, while
season games in upperdivision Sheridan Shipwash and Jann
girls softball Saturday. Washer .belted three home
runs each for the'Pluggets•
Carol Garner added two
home runs for the winners.
Lynne Beatty's grand-slam
homer helped the Mets to their
The post-season tourney victory.
  -get& underway tonight,, with
The Aces vs. the Nets at 5:15
p.m., followed by the Nets vs.
the Nuggets at 6:43. . • '
The Nats and Nuggets
finished in a tie for the league
title witit3-4 records, While the
Mets and Aces finished 4-5.
Chestnut
1.,When You Think of Drugs
Think of
SCOTTS
-We Want-To Be Your Drug Store"
753-2547
Brewers 8, Yankees 4 t)asesloaded walk off reliever
Dick Davis and Robin-Yount Tom Underwood to force in
drove in two 'runs apiece and the tiebreaking run during a
Larry Hisle scored three__ four-run seventh inning as
times as Milwaukee defeated Chicago beat Taronto and
New York for the ninth time in snapped a fourgame losing
10 outings this season. streak.
Royals 10, Orioles 4
Darrell Porter and John
Wathan hit back-to-back home
runs during a seven-run third
inning and Amos Otis and Joe
Zdeb knocked in two runs
apiece as Kansas City
completed a three-game
sweep of Baltirriore.
The Royals tied a team
-record, getting seven
consecutive hits during the big
third inning, while the Orioles
T-eresa Dick_ added_a_harne_-___Amerkan Eiragt ave..aaw lost 1ofUwirlast14
run, and Beth Taylor, Karen _  and 10 of their 11 road games.
Brandon and .LaDonna• Jones The Birds have also lost ninema three hits bach. Goltz, 8-5, allowed ninth- straight at Royals Stadium.
inning singles to Tony Arrnas Indians 7, Red Sox 1
 and MitrhP11 _Page _before
nailing-down the victory.
BY TOM CAN AVAN
AP Sports Writer
The' face wasn't familiar
before, but Dave Goltz now
may remember Mike
Edwards for a long time.
Goltz, a 20-game winner last
season, hurled 71-3 inning of
hitless ball en route to a three-
hitter Sunday, leading,
to a 7-0 victory over
the Oakland A's'and extending
the Twins' unbeaten streak to
eight games.
Edwards gave Goltz
something to remember When
he singled to center field in the
eighth to ruin, the right-
hander's no-hit bid.
• 
Pinch hitter Bob Molinaro
added a two-run single in the
seventh in support of Steve
Stone, who raised his record to
7-6.
Mariners 11, Angels 7
Leon Roberts, Dan Meyer,
Bill Plummer and Tom
Paciorek drove in two runs
each as Seattle routed first-
place California and snapped
the Angels' four-game win-
ning streak. California starter
Nolan Ryan, who returned
from the 21-day disabled list
last week, lost his fifth
straight decision.
Buddy -Bell-belted-a- grand-Rangers-4,Tigers2,13,1nnings_
slam home run to back' the Jim Mason's bases-loaded
In other American League pitching of veteran Rick Wise,
action on the final day before 7-11, as the Cleveland defeated
the All-Star break, Cleveland first-place Boston. Bell's
blasted Boston '7-1, Chicago homer, his fourth career
edged Toronto 5-3, Milwaukee grand slam and fifth homer of
defeated New York 8-4, the season, followed a single
Kansas - City bombed by Duane Kuiper, a sacrifice
Baltimore 10-4, Seattle shelled and walks to Rick Manning
the California Angels 117 and and Johnny Grubb.
Texas outlasted Detroit 4-3 in White So f 5, Blue Jays 3
13 innings. Alan Bannister drew a
single off relief pitcher Steve
Foucault with one out in the
13th inning scored Mike
Hargrove and lifted the Texas
to a 4-3 victory over Detroit.
Steve Kemp and Milt May
homered for the Tigers, who'
had a four-game winning
streak broken. The victory
was only Texas' third in their
last 12, games.
Scramble Winners
Sue Overby (center) presents trophies to the winners of the Murray Tennis Association's third
annual 'nixed doubles scramble aLikaAlowswitiormis Center Saaday night. At left ere tourney
40er: Denny Lone and Vickie Lance, wed at right we Cheryl Whitaker and Bennie Purcell, con-
solation bracket champs. Moos by M11. Gordon
Blalock Begins PGA Streak Of Own
WHEELING, W.Va. (AP) -
Nancy Lopez' one-woman
domination of the LPGA tour
May be short-lived - just ask
Jane Blalock.
Winning her second LPGA
tournament in as many weeks
Sunday as Lopez took a week's
break from the tour she has
dominated all year, Blalock
breezed to a seven-shot vic-
tory in the $75,000 Wheeling
Classic. Then she took ex-
ception to several-recent
magazine articles that said
Lopez IS women's golf in the
'United States.
"That statement is
ridiculous," said Blalock; who
won last week in Noblesville,
Ind., after a pair of second-
place finishes 'before -that.
..,
finished no worse than second Taiwanese-pro Ai-Yu Tu, who
in any tournament and has shot a 3-under 69.
boosted her season's earnings Blalock admitted she all but
to more than $73,000. ' wrapped up the title Saturday '
And while she says that when her 5-under-par 67 in a
Lopez' domination is not rain-delayed round
essential to keeping the LF"GA -demolished the rest of the "
in the national 'sports 
--
- field, which was having--
seven of the "I -guess it was kind ofwith Lopez to win 
trouble shooting par golf.spotlight, Blalock has teamed
lastnine tournanfrnts. ' 'm(ng, wasn't it,- said
"I played nearly Perfect Blalock. "But I love this'
golf. I only made two. orihree course, I really. do. I wish I
mistakes and that's what you could Play this kind of course
have to do to win on this golf every week." '
course," said Blalock, who She said the hilly, 6,250-yard -
added -an even_iiar-- tf -ta- -•Speidel-eour-sis-mucMtke-the
earlier rounds of 68 and 67 to ones she grew union in New
set' a tournament scoring Hampshire, where she plans •
record of 207. That was two to visit this week before tuning
strokes better . than Debbie up for the U.S. Open.
•••.:-Attstirrts -winning- total-here
"We had large galleries and last year and is the largest ra•
the purses were a lot -bigger margin of victory in a 54-hole r 'rates
this year before Nancy started LPGA
winning. It's an insult to the
taludy) Rankins, (Debbie)
Austins and (JoAnne) Carriers
to say that Nancy is women's
golf,"
Blalock won $11,250 in
capturing the Wheeling title
for the second time in three




from a second-round 76, shot a
2-under-par 70 for a 216 total
and second place. Carner,
Penny Pulz and --Joyce Kaz-
mierski tied at 1-over-par 215
for third plate. The best round
of the day was turned in by
Yanks Win
The Pirates bombed the
Yanks 49-17, and the Astros -
belted the Cubs 44-17 in
season-ending Park League
action Friday night.
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Happy Champs
Poducaii Coach Pat William holds aloft the championship trophy as tom --u sue ebeas aft&
his sipped won the first anneal Murray Jaycee Invitational Swim Meet SISEINIMI. Mom UAW
third in the meet. At right is Murray-Calloway County Jaycee President Ted Delaney.
AL Determined To Shake Image
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) —
Manager Billy Martin leads
an American League All-Star
+ 'team determined to shake the
loser's image it has developed
over the last two decades into
Tuesday "night's 49rth mat-






Enjoy a Chicken Planks;Dinde—r.-Four
boneless strips of whitemeat chicken cooked
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(AP) — Billie Jean King was
reflective after her failure
Saturday to win a rettord 20th
Wimbledon title. •
. Billie Jean — who shares
with Elizabeth Ryan the
record of 19 titles here — was
beaten in the finals of the
mixed doubles when she and
Ray Ruffels were shelled 6-2,
6-2 _by Frew McMillan and
Betty Stove. •
''Of course I'm disap-
pointed," she said, "but at
least 'tried. How many people
never get the chance to play at
W irnbledori at all?"
And the 34-year-old
American was full of praise
for her partners in both
doubles events, Ruffels and
Martina Navratilova.
"Both of them tried awfully
hard," she said. "But Ray has
neverleen in a final before. I
would like to have won so he
could get his first title."
And Billie Jean put it all into
p
dropped six straight games 
erspective when she saidr
and 14 of the last 15, turning a 
'The press and the public
once close series into a 29-18 
seem to think the 20th title is
very important. I think it-is all-
deficit. There has been one tie
game. 
-relative."
Billie Jean is as yet un-
Martin, manager of the New
d
York Yankees, -also -was in 
ecided as to whether she will
charge of last year's AL stars 
have .another crack at
Wimbledon, where he won her
who dropped a 7-5 decision to
the NL at Yankee Stadium. He 
first title back in 1961. "I have
no idea. I certainly won't play
likes-to point out, though, that
he also lost the 1976 World 
again - under these cir-
cumstances," she said,
Series in his first shot at it, but
bounced back to lead the 
referring to an injured heel
Yankees to the world 
which gave her a lot of pain
championship last season — 
and problems during the
the second time around.' 
tournament.'
To break the NL 
Despite her disappointment,
stranglehold on this sainei. she was still willing to talk in
Martin has assembled a team ..lowing terms 
about 
that has raised some 
players.
"I think Bjorn Borg is one of
eyebrows. the all time greats. Borg is
The fan vote supplied an AL just so good. He can do
starting lineup of Rod Carew,
Dn --1Yfor-Fey,--rred Met and 2nYlhing": she said --°1 the:.Swede who routed Jimmy
George‘Brett around the in- Connors 6-2, 6-2, 6-3 for the
field with Jim Rice, Reggie' men's title. "If Jimmy tvants
Jackson and Richie Zisk in the to do better he is going to have
outfield, and Carlton Fisk
catching. 
to expose himself to more
"
Martin filled out the rest of 
tournaments. 
the roster, adding infielders 
if the day was a disap-
Roy Howell, Prank White
pointment for King, it could
,
Rick Burleson, Craig 
hardly have been better for
McMillan. The South African
Reynolds, Larry Hisle, Jason took his third men's doubles
Thompson and Eddie Murray,
plus outfielders Chet Lemon,
Fred Lynn and Dvegtit Evans,
replacing Carl Yastrzemski,
who is injured, and catchers
Jim Sundberg and Darrell
Porter, the latter replacing
Thurman Munson. Hisle
replaced Graig Nettles, who
was injured.
Among the Missing were
Rusty Staub, the league's-No.
2 RBI man, Don Baylor,
among the AL leaders in
- homers .anfirftSIs 41 season,
and Mike Cubbage, Sixto
-Lezcano and Lou Whitaker, all
among the leading hitters.
Burleson, the Boston
shortstop, also wondered how
the Red Sox, playing close to
.700 baseball all season anii
with a whopping lead in the,41.,
East, coald rate only five slots
on the AL team none of




will be in a new location as of Monday
July,10 1978.
The new location is in the Hartland










she is _the top w
player in the world.
"I've won 59 of 62 matches
this year," she said Sunday
after, being welcomed by a
c ring crowd of about 1(k) at
, oston's Logan Airport. "1
think that makes me No. 1."
After she- - defeated Chris
Evert in three sets for. the
Wimbledon crown Friday,
Navratilova returned to
Boston to resume playing for
the divisionleading World
Team Tennis Boston Lobsters.
She is presently the top-
ranked women's singles
player and leads in several '
other categories as well.
Navratilova said she 'is
going to savor her victory at
Wimbledon before beginning
to think about the U.S. Open at
Forest Hills later this sum-
mer.
"First I'm going to enjoy -
What I've done," NavratITOM
said at the airport. "r111--en
cloud nine. Everyone's going -
to be trying twice as hard to
beat me, but when the U.S






published just one paragraph
about her Wimbledon victor
"arid-they didn't even mention
my first name."
The match was blacked out
on Czechoslovakian television
but Navratilova's parents saw







%Malkin .be bore oirt
received Ofbeir bowee-dellvered
copy of The Ny Warr a
These by Sill p.m. 11114.61,-
Mary or ilys.ser es- ea %for-
ays ire forged to cell 753-1916
botwoom Sill,, asod. p.wpg,
fAerery-hfrioy, Sr 1t1d pm-
awl Ip. ww. bterdele, to knee
delveriof erwirapor Oar
owes be Owed sly 6 p.m. week
dere or 4 p.a. loterdoye to
geenotos delvery.
title with Bob Hewitt when
they beat John McEnroe and
Peter Fleming 6-1, 6-4, 6-4,
then McMillan teamed up with
Betty Sto& to down King and
Ruffels.
The other titles were won
Friday, Martina Navratilova
beating Chris Evert 2-6, 6-4, 7-
5 in the women's final and
K'erry Reid and Wendy
Turnbull shading Mima
Jausovec and Virginia Ruzici
for the worrien's doubles title.
Free For The Asking!
write --
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307; Murray, KY 42071
OUTDOOR-POOL-PATIO
FURNITURE SALE




the Marrakesh Sun Chatse
-- Ind Tea Table
by Trupotone
SAVE 1 /20N THIS QUALITY TROPITONE GROUP
Tropitone - Extra heavy welded aluminum frames. EiediOstatic bonded finish (5 times
thicker than paint), heavy vinyl lacing, woven extra close. 4 colors (white frame
w/white lacing), white w/buttercup, buttercup w/buttercup, mustard w/citron.::tis
heavy duty furniture is comfortable, heavily constructed and is used extensively by bet-
ter hotel/motel chains. Tables have acrylic shatter resistant tops.
48" Brunch Table & 4 Chairs (Reg. $555.00) SALE $277"
IXtra likKAdjiisbbie Sun Chaise (R1. $195.00) —SAt-E-----1-9-7-5 
Comfortable Spring Base Chair (Reg. $119.95) SA' $5995
_atag. -95  
LE
- 2 NSOn-Loveseat-Sette _ E.cal
24" Acrylic Top Tea Table /I Reg. $69.50 SALE $3475
DURABLE — COM. .RTABLE — WROUGHT IRON /MESH GROUPS
5 Pc. Group, 42" Round Umbrella
BRUNCH TABLE
w/4 ARM CHAIRS
White or -Grecian finish: *Solid comfort. Tub
5 PCGiiiiip, Heavy Mesh Umbrella
TABLE w/4 ARM Cil-A1RS
Grecian finish, matches accessory pieces below,
SALE$ 2699 5
Accessory Pieces — Match Group Above
Springlase Chair Reg $79 95 SALE $5995
Settee Reg $99 95 SALE $7495
Chaise Lounge Reg $139 95 SALES 1 0445
No. 1 - Settee—Chair—Table
SAVE $50.00
3 Pc. Geo. up •
CLOSEOUT 1 GROUP FLANDERS WHITE STEEL FRAME
Yellow'Viny1-5trap Outdoor Furniture. Cash & Carry U-Set-Up. Pocked in K.D. Carton, U-Save -U- Haul.
14,-Brunch Chairs Reg $35 00 199!
2—Umbrella Tables Rag 139 95 $299t
Rog1(000 $12°?a
SAVE NOW — MID-SEASON PRICES — ALL ON DISPLAY
BANK FINANCING — FREE DELIVERY — (Except As Noted on Closeouts)
PAGE II ME MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, tharaday, July 10, MS
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PLACING SECOND in the state competition in the English division were Kathy But-
terworth, Tony& IGrk, Shelly Ward, and Jill Row Land.
IIGNEEL EQUIPMENT








With the purchase of a new Case 43, 53 8 58 pt,
h.p tractor between July 1st and July 31st.
Egooproeurt Co. 'AI pies yea • SIAM.% U.S. Savings Seed.
Lodi tractor teeters, e It sewed synchromesh trammiessise. hydrostatic
power tittering, perwer-telte-off sod a *roe point Wed so oroottioni Neje-sew Newer obit, is optimal whim wedge. sat eel • napped hen frees
ceestrectioo they aro reedy to tato the shocks mil Moss of harry field
evert and irase-sad Maly "'Materiel !WC
' •
Mos, Is Glee trotters boost • wieediretios of fool officioiwy and
reIbItity that make Nem moo el He meet ocesemical trotters I IS. ih-
fuolerp. Se step en ever owl well door pee two imps to soree Akio searmer,






MEUSSA MANNING and 01 Rowland were award win-
ners in the Area 4-H Horse Show held recently in Mc- •
Cracken County. Both Melissa and Jill will exhibit their
animals at the Kentucky State Fair to be held in August.
CALiOWAY COUNTY -4-H'ers competing in the -
Western division at the University of Kentucky were
Dedra Rogers, Melissa Manning andMelissa Paschall. The
team placed 9th in state competition.
Team Competes
In Lexington
TONYA KIRK, member of
the 4-H English judging team
was high individual scorer in
recent competition at the

















Farmers To Be On A Look Out
for Head Scab in Wheat Fields we-could
Farmers should be on the
lookout, for head scab, a
fungus-caused disea‘P which
has been found recently in
several Rentucky. wheat
fields,.
In a pest alert, - Dick
Stuckey, plant pathologist in
the UK College of Agriculture,




• 915 INT IljALHARVESTER
2 YEARS
• M-GLEANER (3 YEARS OLD)
• 2-510 MASSEY-FERGUSONS
2 YEARS OLD
• 1-410 MASSEY FERGUSON
• 3-6600 JOHN DEERES
• 2-4400 JOHN DEERES
We want to lower our inventory, so these
combines are priced to sell fast!
NOW'ITHE TIME TO BUY!
COMING SOON!
See It On Display At The
Calloway County Fair
NE &STEIGER. 450 N.P.NEW
WE SHOULD IlltITNIS TRACTOR ON
DISPLAY WITHIN TWO WEEKS!
Veer Direct Not Lae to Form lerchroory At I$i sews
Jost SIMP*Or lorries from T ••••••• I /goo
' Dial Toll Free 753-5299
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
Of WOW' 121...SUMUA ION - *AMUR
1411211 NMI 5110 PM. P101if 7S3-74S7
16.
4
the disease may poison some
livestock that eat it, or cause
seedling blight if planted.
'`The first symptom of scab
is a premature ripening or
bleached appearance of in-
fected spikelets, while healthy
spikelets remains green,"
Stuckey said. "Usually only a
few •sptltelets per heart show
symptoms." He pointed out
that in severe cases the top•
half -or even the entire head•may' be infected, appearing
bleached.  
"Damage from the wheat
scab fungus varies greatly'
from year to year and is
associated with weather
conditions occurring after
wheat heads emerge," he
noted. "If the weather is dry,
little damage results, but
severe scab infection can
occur if wet or humid weather
persists from flowering
through' heading."
As the wheat ripens, af-
fected spikelets may bleach to
nearly white. In wet weather,
a light pink or orange growth
of the fungus may appear at
the base of spikelets or along
the edges of glumes.
The fungus which causes
head scab in wheat also af-
fects corn, barley, oats and
rye. It can cause seedling
blight, root rot and crown rot
It- overs4sons on plant debris
and also survives on seed from
infected heads.
When fed to hogs and other
animals with simple
stomachs, it may ause
Members of the Calloway




Area as winners in the area
contest held in May the 4-
Hers competed in both the
English and Western divisions
of horse fudging.
The teams were trained by
Carolyil Manning and Dr-.43:-St:-
Duvall along with members Of'
the horse program at Murray
Sta e Uuivei sity.
A special thanks to Garland
Used Cars, Vernon's Western
Store, Calloway County Co-op,
and Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
for sponsoring transportation
to Lexington for these 4-H'ers.
refusal vomiting, abortion or
prolapse of the vagina and or
rectum. Stuckey' said that as
little as 5 percent infected
grain may cause hogs to
refuse feed.
Cattle, sheep and mature
poultry are less sensitive than
hogs, although infected grain
may cause abortion in cattle.
• "Most scabby wheat can be
removed, by good, modern
cleaning equipment," Stuckey
said, pointing out that ad-
ditives do not improve the
taste of scabby grain, nor do
drying and washing remove
the toxins.
To control the problem, he,
recommends that farmers
plow under all wheat stubble,
straw, corn stalks and corn
ears, eliminating source that
spread the fungus.
In no-till or minimum tillage
practices, he advises against
planting wheat continuously
or following wheat and corn
with each other. Farmers
should rotate these with
legumes or other less
..._susceptible crops.
He alsecautions-that scabby
tvhearshould not be used for
seed, and says treating seed
with, fungicides approved for
the purpose may help prevent
the seedling disease phase.
The fisheries conservation
law that took effect in March of1977 requires foreign vessels to
obtain licenses specifying the- kinds 'and 'quantities of fish. 
















At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky, we work very
hard to hold down our own administrative costs. As Et- -
result of our efforts, year in and year out, we assure a
high return of dues income to our members in the form
of health pare benefits.
And because we work hard to keep our own costs low,
we donThesitate to.ask it of others. We work with doctors
and hospitals to pinpoint the factors that affect the cost of
health care and to help find ways.to keep them contained.
You can help, too, by using health care services wisely.
Don't ask for admission to the hospital unless your-doctor
says it's medically necessary. Pertidpt you can get the
treatment you need on an outpatient basis. If you are
admitted, don't stay any longer than necessary.
If we all work together, we can help-Prevent unnecessary






•fleg !Mirk Slue Coss AO10, • 'Fiebie MIk Slue Shield A•Sh • 'Della Dental man. ene,,,mon
.4-




Employed by (Company Name) 
, .
Company Address 
I am a Blue Cross and Blue Shield mernbeeL.
- .Certificate No
0 Interested in improving my benefits..0 Getting married
1 hm Interested in
0 The. Nongroup-Programo The Meditate Supplement Program(:) Forming an employee group
O The Student Programo 11250.000 !Valor Medical Coverage
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prove both production and type In your
all your nearby KABA mart, today.
We
sypply the solution
Can't get_Plit tO make_
a deposit today? No
problem. Now we're as
close 'to you as your
nearest mail box! You
can do Most transac-
-- 
ings,checkingand loan
payments. It'S that easy. •
Holiday, July 10, len
5:00 p.m. —4-H Rabbit Show7:30 — Official Opening8:00 p.m-. --Demolition DeRaii
Grasshoppers Moving Through
Wheat Fields Irf Plains State
By TERRY RYAN
Associated Press Writer
DENVER (AP) — Like the
biblical plague, or the
onslaught that cost farmers
upwards of $60 million in the
late 1950s, millions of
grasshoppers . are moving
through the wheat fields and
rangelands of the American
high Plains.
In Kansas -and Nebraska,
farmers are demanding that
the federal government allow
them to use Aldrin and
Dieldrin — pesticides that now
are banned.
In southeastern Colorado,
the grasshopper count- has
reached 55 per square yard.
Eight to 10 per square yard —
a number sufficient to eat as
much grass in a day as a cow
- and calf -7- is -considered- -a
• serious infestation by the
Department of Agriculture.
More than 160,000 acres in
Wyoming are being sprayed
wit)? pesticides, and it is not a
particularly bad year there —
But it is a bad year in
Colorado. The Legislature .will,
meet in special session
Monday to consider setting up
$7.2 million emergency
,aerial spraying program on
1.3 million acres in 19 eastern
of the damage caused by
grasshoppers this year, but
they are moving through
fields of corn and wheat in
Coltrado, Kansas and
Nebraska before the combines
reach them.
It -was the end of the long-
lasting western drought that
probably triggered the
grasshopper assault,
agriculture eliperts said. It-
happened in the 1930s and
again in the late 1950s when
drought followed by rain
produced major grasshopper
outbreaks. *
The outbreaks have not been
limited to the plains. Hordes of
grasshoppers are chomping
their way through fields of
alfalfa in southeast lower
Michigan and swarming' over
the-desert cities of Phoenix,
Tuscon and Tempe in Arizona.
Gov. Richard Lamth
warned Friday that the
spraying has to be . done
quickly because another
grasstiopper hatch is due to
begin Thursday. Without "
spraying, damage to
rangelands alone could exceed
$4.5 million, the state
Department of Agriculture
said.
There is no overall estimate
Drawing each night for $50111
Only one ticket will be drawn each
night It no winner, amount will be
added Wrest night's drawings.
A Consume. Tip
f rorn Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
But the most severe
infestations are in-the counties
on either side of the border
that separates Kansas and •
Nebraska from Colorado.
In southeastern Colorado,
farmers aad county extension
agents report that 2-inch-long
grasshoppers have eaten 'the
bark off trees and the paint off
houses, cleaned out vegetable
are working their
way through fields of it-rig-ed.
corn and sugar. beets, as well
as wheat.
Fresh carrots are always•-• -
good and can normally be
obtained in one or two-pound
bags, or in bunches, say food
specialists with the Coqpera-
tive Extension Service of
UK's College of Agriculture._
Use Carrots as a coolcocrvege-
table, or combine them raw




ilk, leas ...NW Shrs41.,
Hutson Grain Terminal
Port-Of-Murray-Calloway County
Hours: 6a. m.-TO p. m. Mon.-Sat. 2,
Except Holidays
Larry Hoth-Mgrs.-Charles Sadler
Monday, Jury 10, 1918
5:00 p.m. — 4-14 Rabbit Show
7.30 p m Official Opening
8 00 p m - Demolition Dertly
Tuesday, July 11, 1978
70:00 cm. — Holstein 8 -Frieston Cottle Show
7 30 p.m. — 4-Wheel Drive Pull
Wednesday, Job 12, 1971
i0;.00 a.m. — Jersey Cottle Show
5:00 p.m. ----Open Rabbit Show
7:30 p.m. —ForrlyNite — FREE
Grandsirds — Fine Works — Music Stow
Thursday, July 13, 1171 -
.1 00 pm. - Kiddies Day
6.00 p.m. 4-Ht? FFA Dairy SteA9
800 p.m. Derr olition Derby _
_
10.00 a m -- Beet Cottle Shows
7 .30p rn Horse Show
Saturday, July 15, 1978
io.00 aryl. — Farm Bureau Day
9:30 a.m. — Horse 8 Mule Pull
4 7:00 p.m. — Tractor Pull
Friday, July 14, 1118
Jackson Purchase ?CA
305 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 7535
You don't have a lot of extra time to spend ,,e•
in town. So we make your place our office..
YOur Production Credit man depends on
on-farm -contacts to -keep him up to the- 5
minute on local conditions.
It puts him in a better position to under- t
stand your money needs.
After all, his business is to








eirthteshoos hods fog coo-.
sideserroe ct porches, el I 2.
Sem damp wed. Specificetioiss
fir• rallains in lb. Cloy
Oerb's Off.ce. City Nal
%OW& Ste mai POpM1
Streets whwe bids will be
r•Olitml until S 00 p. M., lay
20, 1171.
•
'NOTICE • TO BIDDERS
Coldwater _Church of
Christ is authorizing for
sale three old church-
buildings to be removed
from property. Send
inquire or bit to Rt. 1,
/Sox 273. Miatray, Ky.







M& G COMPLETE ,
GLASS COMPANY. We
have expanded our
l'•business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved













frolin an -Ion es , 21/-
South 43th.", Phone 7139s
3128.




Isaiah 55:6 states "Stilt
ye the Lord • while he
may be 'found, call ye
7upturettirrrivid1e he is
news- Now is the time
to seek 'GOD! Bible
Services Saturdays 3
P.M. to 4:30 P.M. Bible
answers or study
anytime. 759-4600.
WILL TAKE DOWN TV-
antenna tower for the
tower. Call 436-2289.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from aoy
size into .any size. -
Wallets low as 24 centssll
-isle $2.40. Fast nervice.
-Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
• 7510035. Free Parki.pg
kit, use our rear en-
6 Help Wanted
FULL T E Beautician
- needed. Call 759-4592.
MATURE LADY to baby
sit in my home part Irene
afternoons. must have
good refereneas and own
transportation. 762-3379.
CALL TOLL FR E you
trance. are experienced in party
plan. We offer high
commission, new
-management, prog.
A open territory. Lisa
Jlry. Co., 80n-631-1258.
Mr. Rope
3 Card Of Thanks
TO OUR RELATIVES
and friends.
Perhaps you sent a lovely
card.
Or sat quietly in a chair.
Perhaps you sent a
funeral spray.
If so we saw at there.
Perhaps you spoke the
kindest words,
As any friend could say,.
Whatever you said -to
console our hearts,
We thank you so much
Whatever the part.
Children and Families of
Mr. Roscoe Dixon.
6 Help Wanted
-HELP WANTED in clean-









my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during school year.
Must have own tran-
sportation and willing to
do light housekeeping.
Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.
CASHIER CLERK, apply












- tollectrons -Call Ann"
Baiter collect 319-5.%-





Delivery of diesel and
gasoline to farm ac-
counts, , in Calloway
County. Must be 21,




The Murray Planning Comniission has
received a request to rezone a portion of some
property owned by Taylor & Taylor on 641 South.
The request is to rezone the property from R-3
( Residential) to B-2 (Business). A public
Hearing will be held in the Council Chamber of
the City-Halleeny 18, 1978 at 7:00 p.m. All in-
terested perms are invited to attend. If you
need further information, please contact the
Planner's Office at 753-1225. -
Steve Zoo W. A. Fronklin, Chairman
Resident Planner Murray Planning Corneession
411111•01111811MINIMINIIIIII
INVITATION TO' BID
Sealed proposals will be received by the Calloway
County Board of Education at the office of the Board
2110 ...College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky 'until
1 : July 20. 1978, for the furnishing.
of labor, materials, services and equipment
required to construct Track and Field, Cancrwae
County High School, Calloway County, Kentucky. At,
the apppinted time and place all proposals will be
publicly opened and read.
One copy of plans, specifications and bid form
may be obtained from the Engineers, Gingles and.
Harrrii, 2111 Twentieth Avenue, South, -Nashville,
"Tennessee, by contractors by depsoiting a check
made payable Gingles and Harms in the amount of-'
Twenty Dollars ($20.00). Plans and specifications
will be on file at the office of the Engineers and at
the office of the Calloway County Board of
f Education. Deposits will be returned to all un-
successful bidders if bona fide bid has .been ten-
dered and plans and specifications are returned in
good _condition within ten days after bids are
received.
Contractors, subcontrantnrs, materials. suppliers
and other interested persons may obtain additional
sets of plans and specifications by pgyment of the
- cost of reproduction of data which amounts to $5.00
per complete set of plans and specifications. -
A certified check made payable to the Calloway
County Board of Education or a Bid Bond, executed
by the bidder and a bonding company licensed to
operate in the State of Kentucky, in an-amount not
less than ten percent of the bid, • shall accompany
eanh bid.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish
performance and payment bond for the full amount
of the contract.
Anylad rvanred aftertinne Ket-fliT7Yrinning bine
will be returoed unopened, to the bidder.
No bid may be withdrawn, after time set for
opening bids, for a period of sixty days.
'Pie Owner reserves the right to reject any and all
bids and to Waive any informalities therein.






work with field survey
party Apply' in person





hire 2 this month.
Looking, for -highly
motivated 17-24 year old
males to start training
in nuclear-fields. Must
be high school grad,
above average math
ability in Algebra.




steady pay and ad-
vancement. If you are
looking for a secure
future you will find one
with us- if you qualify.
For the chance of a
lifetime call your local
Navy recruiter, Bill
, Yeager, (502) 753-6439
for person interview.
nE -NAVY; rrs NOT
JUST A JOB, IT'S AN
ADVENTURE.
WANTED LADY to stay
with elderly tuuple,
- light house work, and
-• cooking, salary open.






for the position of fire
fighter. Application
may be picked up in
fire chiefs office, Mon-
day-Friday from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Filing
deadline, July 21, at
500 p.m. An equal op-
portunity employer




we make! Our product is
universally known as
the Sillindard ' of the in-
siustry. Almost everyone






expressed in writing an
interest in our products.
Our proven, time-tested,
in-home sales methods




high income if you can







in making- extra money




Phone 753-9039 from 6




BUSINESS Tor sate due




13 For Sale Or Trade
WILL TRADE., apart-
ment size Kenmore
washer like new, for. a
used 20 volt window air
condltiinsee.. Call 436-
2289- . •
14. Want To Buy
WANT TO, BUY_ - Shin
• ferobe or chest' of
drawer, 759-1415.
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 atter
, 6:00.
3.
WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
15. Articles For Sale
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances




1350 753-4023 after 4.30
16. Home Furnishings
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, size 2'x4' -
4'x12' at 50 eons per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
• West 'Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 „Story Avenue.
FOR SALE, Ge electric
range, 30", self-cleaning.
oven, harvest ,gold,
, excellent condition. 753-
4849 after 5 pm.
16 See
Politer ns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE tobacco ana-
2te1m26ato sticks Call 
489
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92 50.- Stan-




Vinson Tractor Co, 753-`
20. Sports Equipment
SAIL BOAT, Hurley 21'
twin keel cruise. with TOR SALE, 2 baroorn
new sails-Call (606) trailer, Shady Oaks. 489-






stereos for only $12.00
-per month. Clayton's
SFormerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
. TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music 7534575.
78-'MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two, CS
66G three way speakers.
--Suggested retail price
$1,005,00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 day's, 753-
1724 after 5.




including , washer and
dryer. Very nice. $5000
753-4074 or 753-1877,
1978 12 X 60 mobile home,
completeln furnished,
all electric, $8000 or Labe
over payments. Call 753-
0457 after 5 p.m.
If x 45 NASHUA, 1 BR,
partially furnished, 100
amp pole, all electric,
$2000. Call 753-0284. BOARDING,
31 Apartments For Rent
ONE ROOM apt. fur-
nished. Working man-
only $50.00 -month. Call
753-3685.
34 Houses For Rent
FOR RENT, unfurnished
3 BR Wine on 3,4 acre -
near Murray, 353-8080.
FIVE ROOM house for
'retired or semi retired




available now, no pets.
Call 753-3942.







TEN FEEDER PIGS, 9
weeks Old, $300. 435-4548.
38. Pets - Supplies
SIAMESE KITTENS for
sale, litter trained. Call
436-5856.
p.m. 16' ST'ARCRAFT
 , Runabout, 4 seats, 60 h,









SWEET CORN also tame
plums. 753-4725
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
,Ifee fareosirst roceatod 2 frock
Wes of rotrigonstors, op
Spirts sod dosst typo doop
users, aids by side
rofrigoroter. WI Imo 3 air
amatiewors, 4 dishweslo•Cs,
refrigeraters rie from 575 to
5150, dleiwasiser ma from
550 is $1511. 1 Sears wale
S... 4 odd feadomeof Ahab
mowers, big sainflowSi
Odor googol Wane. Tlf sefs,
ariteraT ot --ioses. We sta
Wee mond school desks
roma, frogs $I to 53.50.,
04' famed lents. Call 70.






FOR SALE, 1, 5 h. p. rider
mower, brand new.
Phone 753-2911.








freezer, 3 years old,
avocado green, perfect
condition. Call 436-2235
or .436-2149. •$1 00 




HIM. Me Wm temindijnnly Mr part
pup,oui Mass
Mist easiesees ,mpan ,s
, • 41 mo owe mit otheni SOS
,c-,esentsinnit an 4.4 . Oslo, Ow
•, ,,ess ft from% mo In plow
.e pi,00 S roll wilt 0me
taslAailLikAANISL 44fiNASa.
mom no Isehei 04449af.or,
.,,revve, anti 1.11,P0101.4 re, ear.
'es pm So hew so mtom lo boo ow
Mule mere Om ter, ei s 1,5
• IS onerous CSO Inws Mho too
• ssomms4 lie Iowa a en
so mese mime get ewe see






Oo ail nat ketlop•no roof rs yo
ANTJQUE IRON bed
excellent condition. Call
759-1078 after 4 p.m.
CALVINATOR
REFRIGF,(ATOR
freezer, 2 'years old.
black vinyl celich and












with trailer. Phone 753,
7943.
16' • FIBERGLASS bass

















1975 14 . X 70 TWO
bedroom, 2 full baths,
and 34 acre lot. Will sell
-separately, 514,500 "Tor





3/4 acre lot. This home is
in excellent condition
with many extras.
:Located about 3 riffles
out of Murrny nisi'. off 94
E. on 'Hwy. 280 about 11/2
miles. First gravel road
past East, Elementary,
third mobile home on
the left. Can be seen
• after 5 p.m. and all day
weekends. _
CUR SALE by owner;
,mobile home, 1978
model, never tilted 14 x
7Q, all electric s.2 baths
and 3 bedrooms. Must be
new, *185. 753-0188 after - seen to be appreciated.
5 p.m. Call Bob Futrell at 753-
 _ 7668 or 753-2364.
14' CHEROKEE John
boat, $150 436-5494. 29 Mobile Home nentals
 TWO BEDROOM trailer.
18' CABIN CRUISER, 65 759-4592.
h. p. motor; Spassenger,
will sleep 3. Call FOR RENT 12 x • 54
4592. ' -* mobile home, furnished.
- Call 527-1654.
1971 16' FIBERGLASS - -
boat. 75 h.- p. Johnson
motor and trailer, all in 
MOBILE HOMES and
55gosti8d. condition, $800. 436-
  - 
1977 SUMMERSET ski I X 50 BUILDING. inboat, 16'. ft. 175 hn_r. --s-Diirieland Shoppingsepower Evinrude, Center with gas heat and
with or without air
conditioning. Car 753-
4041 after 5
Brown and gold metal
flake. Call 753-8647.
14'1 DURO-CRAFT semi-
s, bottom, 18 h.p.
Evinrude motor With
electric start and Moody
trailer with all ac-
cessories Call 753-8953
1977 -A-RROW GLASS
"Lark" bass boat, 85 h.
- p. EV1nrude, power






753-0188 after 5 p.m
40 H. P. MUNSON 151/2'.









' guanine over .
a Years
-"Med fly EPA
mobile home spaces for









,private parking in rear
and private entrance.
Call 753-4041 after 5 p.m.
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING for rent or
lease located at 406
Sunbury Circle, Murray.
753-0839 or 753-5287. - -
OFFICE SPACES -..tor
rent of lease. For more
information call 753-0839
or 753-5287.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT quiet
room or apartment in
Murray close to MSU
Call collect 527-8551




Grounds, 1.21 N. 753-3119
FOR RENT,. I bedroom
apartment. Section 8,
federally_ subsized










then lofts %NOM Cal"
,os
ONLY $21,000 for two
dwellings on 5 acres, 250.
feet Hwy frontage about
3'2 miles south on 641.
71/2 acres near Kenlake
Port with good well and
2 mobile home hookups,
only $6,500. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main Street,
753-5842.
irresteseet property - kick
espies boated lest off 14 East
ealy eilotes from Surrey.
Nat 2 bedrooms each side, op-
preithemply 1150 sq. ft., will
to carpets end heilt-in
appliasces. Good income.
property. Priced at $31,500.
Oily 4 min •  uml elf 121
S. llds ley* 3 OR OS gala Is
Ideal tor moo who wash
brio Mt. Nem boo loop
foodlit row osid Was kb-
disc Nestor AR is 11/2 s
1515. Price rodocoll to
$37,5011. Got now °wow wais-
ts to rebuild. '














located in center of
Murray. Owner will
consider financing with
25 percent down, Don't
let this opportunity of a





'DREAM - Get ready to
move into one of
Murray's sharpest and
most spacious homes.
This house has -three
, bedrooms, 2 large baths,
o fireplace and kitchen
with breakfast area.
Economical central gas
heat and central air, a
private patio and an
intercom for something
extra. It would be our
'pleasure to show this





SELL? If you've been ___
thinking of selling why
not give us a call? You'll
rec.eive friendly,
courteous service and .
professional advice
from our five full-time
sales representatives
We have clients waiting
,,to purchase all types of
Real Estate._ so let us




make buying and sellinv
real estate easy for you!
-msstraiiism:
112 N. 7TH STREET. 3
bedrooni 'brick on very





borhood but zoned B-2 '














listed in lake area nice
sized" lots for building.
Priced from $2,395 to
$4,500. Also lots fronting
on Hwy. 80 east of
Hardin...200 x 250... only
$4,500. Call 753-1492 for
more details. LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.
South 12th at Sy comoro
TELEPHONE 7511061
LOVELY AND UNIQUE
home on private 3 acre






Heat Pump, all modern
conveniences plus a
rustic, comfortable
design add up to a
rsant life 
style for
du. Don't let this op-
portunity pass you buy.
Phone today for more







With The Friendly Touch"
NEWLY LISTED - 1




or. Heat pump, patio, 2
car garage. Located
Bendefield Sub-divisi-
on. Priced Right. Mid
-40's. Boyd-Manses
Real Estate, .S06 N:
12th.
NOTICE
Examination to be held to fill a vacancy in the
.Calloway County Health Department. A vacancy
now exists in theCalloway County Health Depart-
ment for the classification of cotrurnthity health--
worker II. Minimum requirements are as follows:
High school equivalency and one year experience
in an appropriate health services field. Experience
in an appropriate health services field may be sub-
stituted-for ;‘,Sucation on a year for year basis up to
a maximum of two years. Additional education in a
health or related field may be substituted for ex-
perience on a year for year basis.
Beginning salary is $2.55 per hour. Persons in-
terested in taking this examination can obtain fur-
ther details and an application blank from the
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Application must be returned to the Calloway












central heat & airs
electric heat ptunpa,
plush carpeting, plus











Owner(s) David W. Dowst
1 A Hill Crest Street
Augusta, Main 04330
After due consideration and proper inspection
of the property on the East side of Broad street in
Murray, Ky., bounded on the South by Nash
Street, on the North by Sycamore Street, on the
West by 8th Strnet and on the East by Ellis
Street. And generally known as 'a house located,
at 605 Broad Street Murray, Kentucky it is found
that the above described is in dire want of repair,
aged and in a dilapidated condition and is
especially liable to f1r4 loss, and due to its con-
dition is extremely con bustible and is a great fire
hazard to the city of Murray, Kentucky. It is
therefore ordered that said condition be
remedied by repairing the building to the
satisfaction of the Murray Fire Department and
the State Fire Marshall's office; or that the
building be razed and removed immediately. _
The within order is issued under section 237,3110 -
of the Kentucky Revised Statutes, from whichan_
appeal may be made to the Roerd of Housing and,
Construction Apbeals of the City of Murray, Ken-
tucky within ten (10) days upon receipt of this
notice.
In the event no appeal is taken, the within
oroDerty will be razed and removed, for which a
lien will be attached for the expenses thereof
pursuant to KFLS227.390.


























































































































FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres, '2 mile south of
WhIeharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 754394.
NEW LISTING in New
Providence. Qidertrome




and air conditioner. All
for only, ;15,750. .
Potential and -
possibilities abound.





wooded lots on Con-
cord Road. Two
miles from Murray.
One 120 x 250, one 120
x 306. Prefer to sell
As one lot Call 753-
8715, 9 to 5, 753-3428
after 5
PAINT YOU A FUTURE
of Success! A long-
established business in a
desirable location.


































































901 Sycomore- Murray, Ky.
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
ACREAGE WITH
everything you need to
start cattle ranch or hog
operation. Two year
round spring supply
fresh water. 144 acres of
lush greenery. Several
small out buildings. Call
us and Mice a look
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.
COTTAGE. ON LAKE. 2
,I1R partly furnished at
Panorama Shores. On




WE HAVE JUST listed
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
inithe vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531





With The Friendly Touch"
LAKE LIVING AT
IT'S REIT... This is a
find for the family
desiring a wooded
location with 224' of
lake frontage. Living
room, dining room,
kitchen, 2 baths, 2
bedroon: Central
heat & air, fireplace.
SEE THIS TODAY.
Boyd-Majors Reali
Estate 105 N. 12th.
HOME FOR A
GROWING FAMILY -
four bedroom, 21/2 bath






fireplace with gas logs,




10 closets. This home is
sure to be a pleasant
surprise! Let us show it







F.' salad% mistImIN Glut
Name Shred










410 N. 4th Ph. 153-8346
BARKLEY UKE
. Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility, room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Rut-Estate









.. CO. HAM DINNER . mmpiete $325
with cornbread P. white beans! spirclAl (Reg. 33.95)
complete with-* CO. HAM BREAKFAST
Homemade biScuits and red-eve gravy!
$925
SPECIAl "' (Reg $2.95)
PfstAis GcLALLQAY-EYISYD.Aurviutx
111, YSTON TEA 1)ART .
US 641 North-
Murray, Ky.
- 6 4'4 III l01411-61061pA tHRI Till R4DA1
6 AM sitirill,HT-FPRIDA 00%4114MM)
7 441 te (iN sumo* v
IP/
43 Real Estate
2 Bedroom home in Hazel,
nice neighborhood,
nicely landcaped lot, has
been termite inspected.
Ideal for starter home or
rental propert4113,900.








44 Lots For Sale
LAKE LOTS for sale
owner. Lake front and
Lake view, several to
choose from on Ky. Lake




sales "has the new
fibei•glass cargo cover,
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield,
'Ky. 247-8187.
0 MAI United Feature SynctIcate, Inc 7-/O
Terms available. Call "I'LL MAKE ̀i0U -ii-IE NEXT HEAVY -
James, Bob, or GJimmy 
%iYvn.- -HT_ 
11-TI CI4AMP-OFE WORL1,7 -Futrell at 753-7668 or 753-
2394. WE'LL RECIDE WHICH ONE LA-TER,"
LARGE SHADED lot on
Doran Road, 1.14 acres
or 180 x 275 could well be
the best residential lot
left in town. Call James
or Bob Futrell at 753-
7668 or 753-2394.
10 LAKE LOTS on Blood
River Bay. All near
waterfront, 100 x 200,
power line, running'
water, school bus and
mail route. $3000 each,
-10 per cent down. Call
436-2427.
FOR SALE by owner; lot
for mobile home, septic
tank, city water, electric
serVite poTe, ffr-Tireway,
-- sewed down, ready for






-Bob, or Jimmy Futrell
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE, new duplex.
Call 753-4449.
BY OWNER on Cir-
carama Dr., 3 bedroom
brick, living room and
dining area combined
built In garage, dish-
washer, disposal,
refrigerator.., range with
hood, washer and dryer,
and curtains with house.
7 large closets. Call 753-
4673.-
HOUSE FOR SALE by






FOR SALE by owner; 'Lot
II-Pt miles east of
Murray. City water, no
restrictions, not 'in a
subdivision. Call Bob
Futrell 753-7668 or 753-
2394.
45 Farms For Sale
FOR SALE by owner; 65
acre farm in New
Concord, 750 ton silo; 3
phase current, fine deep
well, beautifUl building
site for home, verr
scenic, approximately
40 acres tendable, ad-
joining TVA. -Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
• Futrell at 753-7668 or 753-
2394.
46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE 2 :bedroom
stone house. Ap-
proximately 3 acres,
located 641 N. Call 753-
6458.
BY OWNER, 4 large
bedrooms, 4 . baths.
kitchen-den with
fireplace, central air,
gas heat, quiet area with
shade, patio with gas
grill. Over 2000 feet
living area and large
garage. In Bagwell
Manor. call 753-9602.
FOR SALE by owner,
nice 3 bedroom Holiday
Hill stone house on extra
large lot. Large den,
living room, 2 large




plenty of closet and
storage, carport and
large covered patio,
black top drive full-
court basket ball and
pool, also washer-Dryer
and TV tower included.
Possession with deed.
For information call 489-
2715.
HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner. 1614 Kirkwood
Dr. 3 bedroom, Pos
baths. IN, entry hall,
deie M.-Ming area.
kitchen with build-in
stove- and plenty of
cabinet space, utility
:room, elvtric heat,
fenced jack yard with
Opt shed and 10
producing fruit trees
Call 753-8128 or 753-7906
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
new on market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted, walk
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
garage with a storage
room, central gas heat
and electric air, entry
hall, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplacg and dining
area, 'kitchen with dish-
washer and disposal,
built-in stove with hood,







Place, 753-0196 or 753-
7906.
THREE ROOM furnished
house, 10 miles east of
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.
47 Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000. miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
1974 HONDA XL 100, tow
- mileage, $275 436-2689.
BSA CUSTOM CHOP-
PER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and Painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley iearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden





__HiwayTRUCK trTIfteadr_200:twE-- Sale ,-8
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,




farm tire service? truck






49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CHEYY Impala. 767-
4254.









roe SALE 1150 FORD
pick-up truck flat head




and 8 track tape player.
Real good Urea. Call
after 5 p.m. 901442-7010.
1972 OLDS Delta 88, 4-
door, hard top, has AM-




1976 REGAL, V-8, 2 door,
loaded, excellent con:






FOR SALE, 1974 Old-
smobile _Royale, power.--
and air, low _mileage,
good conditioa, $2650.
Call 753-6564.
1974 FORD 'CAPRI, new
tires good condition.
Ca1L492-8890 after 5 p.m.
1974 THUNDERBIRD,
AM-FM 8 track stereo,
tilt steering wheel,
cruise. confrol, power
seat and window and











RABBIT 2 Door hat-
chback deluxe. Car is in
excellent condition with
25,000 actual miles. Red
exterior with white.
interior_ $2450.00 Call 1-
354-6217 after 4.
1976 PACER auto, a-c
AM-FM, buckets, low





18'; self contained. Call





Mayfield after 5 p.m.
WHITES, CAMPER
SALES/your- star cr aft
dealer. You've got a
good thing going with.
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
_Toppers aa4
campers. East 94 High-





No -costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
- fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do.
it-yourselfiar_oject or we





Tenn. -38242. -Phone-- 90t
.642-1328.
NEED TREES or




repair. Call Joe Jackson
-after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
PAINTING' INTERIOR,
-"isiderior,--Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
1971 GTO, real sharp,
asking !1400 753-7228
- 1977 BLACK or-red Monte_
Carlo. Excellent con-
dition. Approximately
14,000 miles, air, AM
radio, power steering.




blue 4 door automatic, v-




NADA listed as $3500, 1
selling for $2950. Cali -
/67-4302 or leave „game
and number at 753-6666:
1973 PLYMOUTH Grand •
Sedan, all extras, 4 door,
good condition. 753-8357
1967 PONTIAC station




all power and air, 753-





TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will d
plumbing, heating,










ficient seivice. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
Do YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can r ove
4"
beneath ground. yes
only sawdust and hips
Call for free Est ate,
Steve Shaw, 753- "Or
Bob Kemp, 435-4
FOR YOUR septic nk
and laackhoe ork
needs. Also septic tank
clean ing. Call IJohn
Lane. Phone 753-169 or
436-5348. '
51 Sr rites Offered
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for - free estimates for
your needs.--
*ATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.




ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field






IN by Sears save on
these high heat and






roofs sealed. tall' Jack
Glover 75/4-1103 after 5 -.-
p.m. or weekends.
GUTTERING BY SEARS
' Sears continuous gutter
your,
specification.
Sears 753-2310y for free
estimates. 1
QUALITYSERVICI
Company lac. Air con-







Two desks, 4' x 8' Mirrors, filing cabinet, Karate
Equipment, lockers, neon sign, display, mom Many
unusual items.
Call 753.2594 after 6
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
S12,000 per year. Do you have a 
family? Do you
want and need more income? We have o 512,000
per year part time business opportunity for you. No
investment. Regional expansion program. Call or
write NATIONAL SAFETY ASSOCIATES, 3637 Park







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 404. A. Paducah.-
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.
51. Services Offered




reasonable rates, I do
the work myself. Call
753-1603 after 5 p.m.
RESPONSIBLE PER-
SON will wash and
vacuum your car weekly
at your home in Murray




between 7 and 3:30, ask
for Shelly.
WOMAN WILL , ido
housework, 759-4615.







_-_ ;SHEPHERD mixed with





IMonday-Fridal- 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00/






Hwy. 641 N. Murray, Ky.
 Asemmelesneammomiepr
INTEREST DOWN-COST.UP
Are you waiting until interest rates drop before you buy
a home? Do you think that this will save you money? The
home you have your eye on will cost you more in mon-
thly payments one yeas from now - even if the interest
rate drops one percent.
For example, take a home that costs 350,000. With a
20% down payment and financed with a 25 year, 9% mor-
tgage, the monthly payment would be S336.00. But one
year from now, if Prices keep rising at the average rate,
the now sskodo home would likely cost $55,000. If the
interest rate decreased to 8%, not only would the down
payment be $1,000 more, but the monthly payment
would increase to 3339.68. If the interest rate stayed at
9%, the payment would come to $36960.
So, it's obvious that the overall value of the home - not
the interest rate - makes the biggest impact on your
monthly payment. Since there is no indication of property
values decreasing, the 'moral of the story is - buy now or




Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR
Ron Talent 753-9894 Cindy Gamble 759-1396
Jim Herndon 759-1184 Linda McKinney 753-8576
-TORirmitanTlieV-Vari7-
Has 8 track stereo,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-





(This alphabetized pogo will run weekly - clip it from




























11066*, prise, sets, sew io
power •1111 concrete toots me
753-5703
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Darts L. Orr of Route One,
Cottage Grove, Term., died
Saturday at 2:30 a.m. at the
Pury ear Nursing Home. He
v.as 83 years of age. -
Mr. Orr is survived by his
wife, . Mrs. Henda Orr,
Purvear Nursing Home, to
whom he' had been married for
over fifty years; one brother-'
in-law, Louis Brown, Dyer-
sburg, Tenn.; one nephew,
. Paul Paschall, St. Louis, Mo.-,
one niece, Mrs. Maurrne
Paschall, Hazel Route One.
He was a member of the Bell
City Church, 4 Christ. Born
Nov. 2, 1896, in Henry County,
Tenn., he was the son of the
late James Orr and Mode
•Nance Orr.
The funeral was held
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
- -Hazel,____ oath_ _Bro..
William Hardison officiating.
Pallbearers were Nathaniel
Orr, Tellus Orr, Raymond
Caplinger, Tommy Ellison.
Hafford McReynolds, Jimmy
Wynn, and Enloe Tarkington.





The funeral for Jacob W.
Picket of Dexter Route One is
being held today at three p.m.
at--the -chapel -o( The Linn
Funeral Home, Benton.
Burial will f011ow later in the
Union Cemetery at Lebanon,
N. J. Service will be held there
Special Story Hours At
Public Library During The Month
A special Story Hour will be
held at the Calloway county
Public Library on Wednesday,
July 12, entitled "Pony,Day."
a demonstration on the care
and riding procedures of a
Shetland pony will 'be
featured. This pony will be
brought to the library by Joy
Kelso, a FHA volunte,er
worker at the library. The
pony will be at both the 10:00
and 3:00 Story Hour.
On July 49, . alossom
Tresselt, a famous children's
-authdr who writes under the
name of Blossom Budney, will
be at the 10:00 Story Hour,
Mrs. Tresselt has wrrtten
several books for children of
-various ages including A KISS
IS ROUND, which was.
selected as one of the ten-beat
picture books by the New York
By Dwain McIntosh
''The Spider's Web," a
family prOgram heard each
evening on WKMS-FM at
Murray State University, is -
among six first-place winners
in the 14th annual Armstrong
Awards for excellence aid'
originality in , FM broad-
casting,
. The half-hour program that
begins_ at 7:30 p.m. Monday
through i Friday won the
Armstrong Award in the
education category for
-"Choices," a- series of-sound
portraits of remarkable
American women.
Originating at WGBH Radio
in Boston, "The Spider's Web"
at the BriAhts " Colonial is ,heard on more than 80
Funeral Horne.. -- member stations of National A.ssociation, the rPoMr. Pickel, • age. 65, died Public Radio and is the only for Public Broadcasting, and
Friday at his residence. He daily family radii) program an Action for Children's
was a retited fariner. He was heard coast-to-coast. - - Xelevision Achievement
'limes. Due to this special
program, there will riot be a
3:00 Story Hour.
To complete the month of
July, a puppet show will be
held at both regiilar Story
Hour's on Monday, July 24,.and
Wednesday, July 26.
"Summer time is the per-
fect time for children to come
in and get acquainted with the
library and all the free
programs planned for , the
summer. All children in the V :
area are welcome to , par/'
ticipate in these special Safy
Hours and are es ally
invited to atte Mrs.






who invented FM broad-
casting, are sponsored ,by the
Armstrong Memorial
Research Foundation at
Columbia University in New
York.
Based on original material_
from diaries, letters, and
other historical documents,
"Ctrioces" combines music of
the period and vivid ' sound
effects to recreate the life
stories of women's rights
advocate Susan B. Anthony,









Teachers with M. A. ree in-piano from I
crusader ftlarsTITarris Jones, 
o- -et-
Jimmie Klapp, son of Mr. In relation to the latter son's early years. , . . / li Peabody School of finale; Murray State -6- -
. _
and other forthright American • •and Mrs. Norman Klapp of function, Klapp will , leave
"The Spider's Web" has
also won awards presented by
the intnrnatinnal Reading
a member of the Church The -awards, • named for Award.
Grove United Methodist '-
Church.
Survivors., include his wife,
Mrs. Mabel Pickel, Dexter
Route One; two 'sons, Jacob
W. -Jerseyville,
and Rribert Gene Pickel,
Benton; two. sisters, • Mrs.
Carry Lynn Farley, Lebanon,
N. J., and Mrs. Mary Bell





 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, JULY 11, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
1Mar. 21 to Apr 20)16
• Skepticism could defeat the
Sunday. Funeral Is fully ves.rgBeedlieavctemnt thyoisurdaserf
and in your goals - and keep.
forging afield. -
Fifth Stre.e, Murray, died
Sunday at 3:40 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 75 years of
age.
Mr. Fitts was a member of
the Good Shepherd United
• Methodist Church Born Jan.
, 13, 1903, in Calloway County,
he was the Son of the late Scott
Fitts and Ellen Andrews Fitts.
TT was preceded in death by
one son, Eddie Bruce Fitts, on
Feb. 1935, one sister, Mrs.
Mocile Williams, and three
brothers, Lexie, Noble, and
Tellus Fitts.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Clara -Cohoon Fitts, to
whom he was married on Nov.
2. 1929; one sister, Mrs. Arvin
(Clara) McCuiston, Murray
Route Fiver two brothers,
Freeman and Aubrey Fitts, •
Rhonda Fitts, • Murray; (Aug,. 24 to Sept. 23 A
• beothir-in-law, Card l A conservative and Prudent
attitude will keep you from
Williams, ---/duiray; several going overboard through
nieces and nephews. misguided optimism - a ten-
The funeral will be held dency now Be especially
Tuesday at two p.m. at the cautious in roma:are - matters.
chapel of the Max Churchfi LIBRA
Sept 24 to Oct, 231 AnFuneral Home with the Rev.





vaciliating, changing plans or
projects before they have been
of the Good Shepherd United . given a thane, to-prove their
Methodist Church with Danny worth Be steadfast, optimistic.
Kingins as -director will SCORN°
Oct 24 to Nov 22) nieeltP'provide the music.
Great activity indicated in
Active pallbearers will be
your area - -- which should prove
Gerald and Mac Fitts, HoSifard highly stimulating. Especially
Steely, Jack Mayfield, Mark
Schecter, and Rune Garland.
Members of ..the. Friendship
Adult _ Class Of the Good
.Sheribeild Church will serve as
honorary pallbearers. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.'
Murray Lions Club To •
•Itoldiateting-fuesday  
The Murray Lion hub will
bold itti regular meeting at the
. Boston Tea Party restaurant
on Tuesday. July 11, at 6 30
p.m. .
All rneMbers are urged to
-attend.; a club spokesman
said.
Stellar influences now favor
novel pursuits, imaginative
revitalization of all interests.
Display • your talents,. in
marketable areas.
GEMINI
4 MayT82 to June 21 .; U
—Arial being led astray by
those who are heedless of
consequences, • careless Of
responsibility. You will face
more distractions than you
think, so keep up your 'guard.
CANCER
June 22 to.July 23) 00
Express your ideas and
opinions discreetly. but firmly.
Don't leave stones' untUtned
which may have gems beneath.
A generally good day --- rF you
cooperate
LEO
i'July 24 to Aug. 23)
You • rarely imitate,
preferrtng to produce in your
own way However. this day will
require more attention to




i Nov 23 to Dec. 21,
SAGITTARIUS
Personal relationships shoukl
be most congenial now In fact,
Woe of your brighter and more
amusing companions could gave
you some itiffilllating ideas.
4'APRICORN
Dec. ,22 to Jan 20i Vj
Place your confidence in hard
facts rather than "feelings"
and, in chscuSsions With others,
florvf o-T4rly ItnagiriatTiir
You could read too much into
their words
AQCtiltRIUS
iJan 21 to Feb 191
Though marwi -avenges-- .I4o
„advancement exist, you ODULD
throw a wrench into the




Feb ZOto Mar, 201
Friendly Neptune influences.
Not only should routine matters
go well, but you may even have
an opportunity to cash in on an
avocational skill.
YOU BORN TODAY have -
unlike most persons born under
your Sign - an extremely
outgoing nature and love the
- limelight The stags., therefore.
pression of your personality
However, there are other fields
in which these characteristics
could prove outstanding assets,
notably in the legal profession.
which could lead to politics or
statesmanship; on the lecture
platform or, if you have a
religious bent, as many Can7
cerians have, you could become
a most eloquent clergyman.
Highly articulate, you amid-
also succeed as a writer or
teacher If business attracts •
you. merchandising -would be
-your best bet. Traits to curb:
jealousy . and excessive
materialism. Birthdate- bf: John
Quincy Adams, 6th Pres.,
John Wanamaker,




TO PERFORM—John Johns, a guitand member of the faculty in the School of
Music at George Peabody College, Nashville, will perform at Murray State Thursday.
evening, July 13, beginning at 8:15 p.m. in Ow Amen Recital HaH of the Price Doyle fine
Arts Center.
Hog Market Gary GilmOre's Forme'
•
10. 1978 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog rlfriend StilretoseFederal State Market News Service July -Market Report Int-hides buying - -stations Receipts' Act. 1119 Est. 405 .
Barrows and Gills mostly 81-1.50 Sows SPRINGVILLE, Utah (AP) seems to .love Gilmore
637 00-36.00
US 1-3406661..ba.  39 00-40 oo abortive suicide pact. Now, 18
Utc. 1-4210111112Nr 413.81-4r °° months after a- Ming-- squaduS2431104110Lbc ... 36 0047.00
Boarsatel-SLOW killed Gilmore, Mrs. Barrett
ea Y toil lower
US 1-2-200.230ths. so 75-46 some $.50 - ' Nicole Barrett, former
US 1-3 260-240 Lbs., '14550-45.75 girlfriend of executed killer
1.814111141eLba. $04 50-45 50
"3 50_44 50 ciiiry Gilinore, nearly joined
sows ' death " what' 1111
US 1-2270-32,0Lbs 
38"°° 'authorities believed was anUS 1-330100 Las
Jimmie Klapp In New
U. S.GAO 
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almost deepe Gilmore 's
mother says. • • •• •
Mrs. Barrett was r.kiaed in
this community of about 9,f(00 a
over which Gilmore's asheS:
were • spread. She moved
following Gihnore's execution-1--
and now lives in Oregon, 1.1
-where Gilinore's mother, • --
Bessie, also lives. •
.Mrs. Gilmore, said in a
telephone Interview from her
Guitarist John Johns, a
member of the faculty in the
School of Music at George
Peabody College in Nashville,
will perform at Murray State
University op Thursday
evening, July 13.
Sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Music at Murray
State, the concert is scheduled
at 814 p.m, in the Farrell
Reditalliall of the Price Doyle
Fine'-Arts Center. Dr. Roger
Reichmuth, department
chairman., emphasized that
the public is invited to attend
at no charge. .
A native of West Kentucky,
Johns is a graduate of the
Peabody Conservatory of.
Music in Baltimore. Early-In--
his career,, he made flux*
berous television and radio
appearances in his home area,
copying the style of Nash-
ville's Chet Atkins.
Later Johns became
acquainted with Atkins, who
has provided his inspiration. It
was under Atkins, sponsorship
that Johns became a student
of the internationally known
classic guitar -teacher Aaron
Shearer, the author of
"Classic Guitar Technique"
and a faculty rnernder at the
Peabody Conservatory.
Johns was seen regularly on
the Baltimore telvision show
entitled "Peabody Presents,"
as well as in nwlierous
recitals in the Baltimore-
Washington area. In11969, he
appeared on the nationwide
Westinghouse television
special, "A Pride of Guitars."
He became an artist-teacher
at Blair Academy of Music at
Peabody College in Nashville
in 1972 and continued in that
position Until he joined the
Peabody College music
faculty,in 1976. In addition to
faculty recitals and riumercius
solo recitals, he has per-
formed on the Vanderbilt
Chamber Music Series.
women. Murray, has been with the Washington about the middle
General Accounting office in
Washington, D. C., for several
years ant* ith trAOITI Frank-
furt, Germany, where he, his
wife, Jean, and four children
resided from 1961 to 1964 and
Jimmie Napp
then again ftom 1972 to 1976.
They now reside in Bowie, Md.
Since"- returning from the
European Branch office in
Frankfurt, Germany, Klapp
has assumed the position of
assistant for--7 the Staff
Development, -Office of the
Director:, International
Division, U. S. General Ac-
counting office, Washington,
D. C. In this position he has
responsibilities related to •
personnel and administrative
matters of the division,
receiving, and selections and '
replacement into the overseas
offices.
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„.., . .,„ 1,.. 1111 1
of this month for a three
week's trip to visit the offices
of the IrMrnatiOnal
Honolulu, Hawaii; and
Bangkok, Thailand. He will
return. to Washington via
Europe and make a short stop
at Frankfurt, Germany, of-
fice.
Klapp Will be accompa
by his wife, Jean, to HaWaii,
-where they will spend• Week
before he continues his
business trip. /
• Ce.
eo. 1.0.11 re .0 000
frequently and asks about
Stock Mark : University; David Lipscomb College;
Induatnal Averages 443 Chicago Conservatory of Musii, or-
Air Products   27%+1/4 •
American Motors th w astern_ _University; and MianorCon-
.14"°ne servatory of/Music.American
Focd Motor-
 164 bid smi7asku. Rental/Purchase PlanGenend 
CLA yro si
(Formerly US lasio-Janes aad Reify Slayton,











Quaker oats 23...au. .
Tappan 1 23140
Wal-mart 222-al




All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest, is compounded daily from date of deposit
Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum.





Each Week's Nato is
Basod am the Treasury Auction
$10,000 Minimum 0.. out
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7.19% Effective 1.00% Effective
Annul Yield Annual Yield
(Substontio/ Penalty for Early Withdrawal of Ciorflficoliss)
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